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Forest Governance Task Force: Summary and Action Items

Mandate:
To create an action plan to achieve the vision for British Columbia’s forests, as defined in the 2020 Forest
Summit Report. Experts from governance and law disciplines were brought together to create a set of
principles and a vision for our forests and forest governance for the next fifty years.

2020 Forest Summit Vision

British Columbia has healthy and resilient forests that are the foundation for all forest-related activities.

Goals













Damaged ecosystems are restored, and species at risk have recovered.
Wild areas and old-growth forests are retained through conservation, and British Columbia is
recognized globally for this.
The forest is managed for multiple values, and cut levels are determined on ecological principles.
First Nations are heavily involved in the management of forest lands, owning a significant portion
of the forest estate and co-managing large parts of the remainder.
British Columbia’s forests are a massive store of carbon, and sequestration is enhancing this, and
there is an active carbon trading market. As a result, the forests of British Columbia are making
major contributions to the achievement of domestic and international carbon management and
climate mitigation policies and objectives.
Investment and revenue streams from ecotourism, recreation, carbon and the conservation
economy are significantly enhanced.
The forest products industry is a major employer, particularly in rural areas, and utilizes fibre
obtained from forests in an optimal fashion.
The forest products industry has secure, economically viable, timber supplies, is innovative and
has diverse markets for its products.
There is a diversity of manufacturing units producing a wide range of value-added products that
satisfy the needs of the emerging bioeconomy, as well as more conventional products such as
engineered wood products.
Rural communities have become vibrant and dynamic.
Supported by a range of world-class universities and training institutions, British Columbia is the
foremost centre of expertise in conservation, forest management and advanced forest products
processing, and has some of the best-trained and highly skilled forest-related people in the world.
This expertise is sought all over the world.

Participants:
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Christopher Derickson (Chair)
Simon Melanson – WFN CAO (Chair support)
Professor John Borrows - UVIC/Law
Oliver M. Brandes - UVIC/POLIS
Dave Gill, RPF - GM, Ntityix Resources
Naomi Krogman – Dean SFU, Faculty of Environment
William Nikolakis- UBC Forestry
Steve Thomson – former Minister of Forests
Mic Werstuik - Community and Business Development Officer, Ntityix Development
Corporation
 Adrianna Tournat – WFN (Support)
Summary and Action Items:

Complexity of governance - a broad and dynamic concept






Forest governance is complex and evolving – intersecting with Indigenous law and
governance, as well as international climate commitments (among others).
BC’s forest governance regime must be transformed to deal with complexity. However,
there are many unknowns in designing governance to 2070. What kinds of governance,
rules and institutions, will be fit for purpose then?
The Task Force identified four principles for analyzing governance: ownership and who
decides; a plan and vision; scale (spatial and temporal); and accountability (OB). These
principles are critical for designing governance that is fit for purpose.
There was consensus on the need for more localized forms of governance.

ST: ... the governance [task force] has got probably the toughest challenge in terms of trying frame some
objectives… When you weave in all the interests, the legislation, the current structure, the changes in
legislation, UNDRIP and First Nations participation, trying to weave all that into a governance
[framework] is probably the most difficult thing to deal with.

ST: The reality is that we are dealing with a hundred-and-something-year-old piece of legislation in the
Forest Act that has not had a major overhaul in terms of the legislative side of things and an evolving legal
and legislative framework that maybe the Act hasn’t adjusted to over time. And we’ve got increasing
complexity on the land-base in terms of the nature of interest on the land-base, with a primarily public
crown resource. But also increasing... we’ve got private land, we’ve got title land, we’ve got land that’s
now under First Nations woodland licenses, we’ve got communities forests, we’ve got a whole range of
different structures on top of that land-base and a continuing, evolving situation. So I think the question we
maybe want to ask ourselves is what are the fundamental changes we might like to see in a governance
model in the future? …What do we want to see in a governance structure, without saying you have to change
this piece of legislation to do this?
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WN: … while we do have the Crown that centralizes a lot of rules and regulations around forests…
there’s also a great deal of fragmentation. There’s bio-geographical zone differences, so the one-size-fitsall approaches doesn’t work. You have an ongoing tension between fragmentation and centralization, and
I think that this defines forest governance right now. And I don’t think that you can never move away from
that. It’s about coexisting with that tension.

Goals

1. Co-governance, shared jurisdiction, and devolution-decentralization
 More localized decision-making and governance is critical, at watershed level.
Scale is important and at localized levels betters supports governance.
 More complex and dynamic decision making at localized scales (“tree decisionmaking”)
 A forest council could be developed to share information across scales. The
activities of different regions can be harmonized and reconciled through the
council.
 BCDRIPA and shift to Indigenous-led governance – going beyond co-governance and
management.

What are the obstacles for achieving this goal?
 Existing legislation and management of forestry is based on the commodification/liquidation
of the forest resource. For generations Forests have been viewed as a revenue stream by the
Province (stumpage) and profit (licensees/industry). Therefore, “certainty” for the Crown
and industry is to maintain the existing legislative and management regime.
 Certainty and sustainability should be interchangeable terms. Both the Province and the
forest industry cannot have one without the other.
 Existing Forestry Legislation does not allow for joint decision making with First Nations for
the disposition of forest resource and tenure.
 The Crown maintains its ownership and while continuous court challenges and victories by
First Nations has been to the contrary.
 Lack of FN forestry expertise
 Fair and equal access to forestry markets
 Over-specialization on basic fibre and timber; too narrow a view of what forests can produce;
lack of appreciation for traditionally non-market goods
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Unwillingness to transfer centralized control to the local level.
Is the local level ready to accept more control? And who will lead? Are people willing to
cooperate? How is power, access, control and benefits shared?
Ensuring some form of consistency/accountability for local decision-makers. Fragmentation
and lack of coordination can lead to uncoordinated interventions and silos (e.g. Mountain
Pine Beetle, managing at landscape levels).

Actions to get there:
 The view of our forests as a resource to be fully exploited for the revenue benefit to the
Province and a handful of licensees must change. The perception of forests only value is to
be commodified has to change. The value of our forest resources has to include other values
including monetary, but not at the detriment of other forest values.
 Certainty and sustainability can only be accomplished with FNs having the ability to be a true
partner with decision making. First Nation Laws or management practices must be
incorporated into or independently into FN Forestry/Resource Law and Provincial Law
 Localized decision making and control, utilization of FNs to do so. FN communities are not
going anywhere. Non First Nation communities can change over time from resource
dependence to environmentally based economies i.e. Whistler, Tofino. FN Communities
working with non FN communities would provide , in my opinion, the best model of land
based decision making. Paramountcy given to the Rights and Title holders in decision
making.
Short-term:
 Promote a FN forestry set of opportunities for FN students, or provide pathway to FN
forestry students in conventional programs
 Encourage local Indigenous-led landscape-level planning initiatives working on
solving local problems with local solutions. Broad goalposts set provincially or
regionally through a re-analysis of the proposed changes to FRPA (proposed FRPA
changes call for landscape level planning at the TSA level (much too large a scale),
led by Industry and government). Build forestry capacity at local levels, drawing on
Indigenous knowledge. The Bachelor of Indigenous Land Stewardship degree is one
pathway to achieving this.
Mid-term:
 Local decision-makers implement decisions and are accountable to their local Nation,
community with a level of monitoring and feedback at the Province/regional level.
Make knowledge sharing easy. Foster trust across scales, with clear goals for the
forest health the common ground
 Local decision-makers implement decisions and accountable to the local community
and the Province/regional committees. Provide resources for networks and knowledge
sharing. Build systems for citizen and localized science to support governance and
accountability. Support place based laws that reflect broader set of values and goals.
Long-term:
 Indigenous forestry sets standards for other forest tenure holders, as First Peoples of
the land, with long-term multiple values at the heart of the standards
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Local policies developed that are consistent with Provincial/regional objectives.
Provincial level “rules” and policies only applicable in areas without local level
planning. Delegation of jurisdiction and law making that is coordinated and consistent.
Participatory planning mechanisms that are adaptive.

OB: … if we can acknowledge that the Crown doesn’t outright own it all then you are much more open
to these spaces of localized innovation that blends or maybe even prioritizes the Indigenous decisionmaking structure to come to the balance of fiber versus other uses of forest.

DG: May I suggest as well, and this is strictly coming from a forester who has to work with existing
legislation, and the fact that our legislation is based out of Victoria at a provincial level. Local governance,
local legislation or rules, guidelines and whatnot, will certainly result in a better stewardship of our
forests than a centralized approach out of Victoria.

MW: What we’re trying to do is provide a box that can be used provincially. The main part is that there
has to be some sort of overall oversight and so forth that you know, some region or decentralized area
doesn’t just go rogue and basically liquidate all the forest resources. But how do we find that?

JB: …I think the model for governance is in the trees itself… The point I’m trying to make is that if we
could think about governance in a way that pulls from the very place that we are relating to what
governance might be, we could talk about decision-making trees and we could talk about food-chiefs and
we could talk about coordination action in ways that might have some biological or cultural metaphors
that we attach to them to really get people out of their cubicles, and out of their offices and books, and
into a sense... a process of reasoning that would work by way of analogy or distinction from those
relationships that are there. I just think it’s better to think about tree decision-making because it is more
complex, and that’s what this system is. It’s a very dynamic system that we have to work through… You
need a... forest council. I know that’s a word that’s used in other places for another kind of way of thinking
about governance. But a forest council …that allows for the sharing of information back across. If the
council comes to a disagreement to what the path forward is, then there needs to be some kind of
adjudicative or a peace-making or a tribunal or some function.. to harmonize or coordinate their actions.
So to make sure they keep talking, here’s our considered ideas back to that council that would have some
binding or some incentives to facilitate that decentralized, diffused way of governance that doesn’t get
stuck. Because you can get stuck with overlapping claims. You can get stuck with diffusion. …You can get
a lot done with negotiations with councils, but you also need some kind of mechanism of appeal.

DG: Another example is the community forest tenure in British Columbia where government issues these
tenure to communities with 11 objectives that those communities have to adhere to from the provincial
level. But then the communities basically determine how that forest around their communities is
managed or looked after. So there you have a grassroots decision-making group that determines what
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should be done or can be done on the ground, as long as those 11 hierarchy provincial objectives are met.
So there’s kind of that interconnectedness of decisions being made at the local level and being in line with
the provincial objectives over all. That seems to be a tenure that, in BC, seems to work quite well, in my
opinion anyhow.

OB: …these many regions [could] come together to council [and] create the principles that become selfbinding. So there really is a fundamental shift towards a distributive form of leadership where the Crown
is not [governing] top-down. The Crown is merely the enabler of these local choices and local actions, and
the independence of the adjudication or the body that might help resolve those disputes or ensure that
people are fulfilling their promises consistent with the objectives they themselves have set, might be housed
by the Crown, but it is no longer of the Crown. So you can see philosophically that is a massively different
model than the current model because the balance of profit and corporate payers really becomes changed
because they become subservient to the local demands and priorities.

NK: …[this discussion] fits into my understanding of Elinor Ostrom’s polycentricity. So the notion that
the local level would have the greatest say and would have their own ethos and set of rules that they
agree on. And how they police those rules is really culturally relevant and appropriate for them. And
then they are linked, they’re nested of course with larger scales. But then, to go back to your word Steve,
there’s an accountability there. And accountability at these different scales, to each other. And of course
communication is the core of that.

OB: In an emerging, decentralized model, are there certain truths or perspectives that actually would
apply in multiple places?

NK: I think this is a long-term commitment where people who work for the province suspend their
regular timeframes that they look at and they’re willing to cast back further and cast forward further…
We’re looking at a very long time-commitment of relationship building that shakes up some epistemology
and ontology of certain groups, but they have to allow that to do this in a way that is honorable to the
principles of respecting Indigenous peoples’ rights in these areas.

DG: About 20 years ago, across the province they initiated what were called Landscape Resource
Management Plans and these were done at the TSA-level. So, areas of land that were probably in the
neighborhood of I’m guessing about 200,000ha, so fairly large, and they brought together planning tables
to determine what those principles were. The licensees were at the table, they were advocating for their
interests as well, and they became a little unruly to put it mildly, because the area was just too large to
actually make effective decisions. And the table, being as diverse as it was, was probably a good thing, but
it included people from all over that 250,000ha area. So what I would possibly throw out as an idea is just
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have a more localized watershed-level planning group. It might not be a watershed, but a smaller area
than 250,000ha. And perhaps a group like that, I mean... we deal with other stakeholders all the time in
forestry, whether you’re a trapper, whether you’re a guide outfitter, whether you’re a recreationalist, or
any kind of tenure holder that occupies the same land that we work on.

WN: …the BC Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act: what does that mean for the
interpretation of existing forestry legislation? Not only the Forest & Range Practices Act, but the various
Acts we have, such as the statute governing professional foresters and what they’re bound by. So there
are these sort of multiplicities at play….

2. Tenure reform – long term
 Tenure reform is a persistent and complex issue –may be addressed over the long term.
 Fibre shortages are pressing.

What are the obstacles for achieving this goal?
 Too much focus on short-term goals.
 Demand for efficient removal of product from the landscape, and more broadly distant
shareholders not investing in the welfare of the ecosystem (profits dominate)
 Rapid turn-over of wood stocks and reluctance to change (by industry and the Province)
 Legislation, regulations, stumpage (appraisal system) and policies as they presently
stand are designed for this tenure system
 Reluctance to change (by industry and the Province) given all the efforts of the past in
creating today’s framework.

Actions to get there:
Short-term:
 Coordinated goals and periodic coordinated evaluation, with action consequences
when goals not met
 More locally held, and viable, Indigenous owned forest tenures. Create framework for
long-term tenures for Indigenous governments that provide security and can enable
investment in value-added sectors.
Mid –term
 Support older age slower turn-over forest practices
 Reduce the amount of forest tenure held by mills.
 Re-work and simplify the appraisal system.
 Enable new entrants and entrepreneurs access to timber.
Long-term:
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BC places priority on long-term tenure, with preference for Indigenous tenures. BC
supports forests managed for multiple values and finds ways to sell unconventional
good and services from the forests, such as water supply, carbon storage,
biodiversity, recreational opportunity can be incorporated into tenures.
All BC forest tenures locally held, preferably Indigenous, a true free-market system
exists for logs. Shift towards diverse goals and objectives on tenures (like the FN
Woodland Licences)

MW: The harder [issues] are the legislative aspects of giving up tenure and decision-making and all that
type of stuff.

MW: Right now, as it is, everybody is scrambling for fibre, and that’s not going to change. That’s not going
to all of a sudden get any better over the next five years, or 20 years. Maybe in 50 years it will be better.

3. Holistic approach –managing forests for diverse values and as interconnected systems
 …how would a raven plant a forest?
 The fibre-focus in forestry is shifting, driven by carbon and public demands for broader
values.
 Connecting with local First Nations governance can support perspectives beyond humanfocus.

What are the obstacles for achieving this goal?
 Over-specialization on basic fibre and timber; too narrow a view of what forests can
produce; lack of appreciation for traditionally non-market goods
 Still a timber-centric approach to land management (i.e. maximize AAC). Risk that
shift to carbon could also lead to carbon-centric focus.
 Government revenues tied to AAC and antiquated appraisal system
 Competing interests
Actions to get there:
 Cannot truly appreciate or understand the holistic approach without Indigenous
knowledge and principles being front and center.
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Transform forestry training, building on Indigenous knowledge and science – support for
Bachelor of Indigenous Land Stewardship
 Focus on long term forest health
 Creation of ecosystem services approach and unlock private capital to support ecosystem
services
Short term:
 Promote a FN forestry set of opportunities for FN students, or provide pathway to FN
forestry students in conventional programs
Medium term:
 Support FN forestry programs in-situ and require all accredited forestry programs to
address indigenous forestry and various approaches to forest tenure that operates
from a holistic approach.
Long term:
 A coordinated, mutually respectful system exists where forest health is valued at
various scales, and those who live in forested areas are valued stewards of the land
base.

JB: Well I just find myself thinking, how would a raven plant a forest? Or a wolf? I think that has to
enter into our thinking, somewhere along the line.

JB: It’s like the saying, sometimes you can’t see the forest because of the trees. And I just think that
might get in the way if we don’t connect that out to those broader pieces we just mentioned.

OB: … we have really got to turn [this idea] on it’s head … the idea that forests are fibre... and that
captures the values both to communities and to animals. And I don’t think you can do that with existing
legislation, frankly.

NK: So, what I’m thinking too is, we have to understand, not everything is up for grabs in the forests of
BC. And there are certain forests that are too valuable in terms of refugia, in terms of water-quality
protection, or in terms of their spiritual value to peoples…

OB: … I think it’s safe to answer that in 50 years … that carbon will be such that trees
standing will be worth more than those laying down today.
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ST: ... There will always be the argument that more should be protected or certain areas should be
protected. But I think the question around those discussions is, at what level do you have those
discussions and the management regime that helps make those decisions, and ultimately, who
contributes to and makes those decisions. Because there will always be arguments around setting aside
more or not setting it, or access to this area or where do certain values trump the other values in terms
of economic activity versus something else.

JB: it’s just by way of analogy for the way other First Nations might regard governance, but in the
territory that’s there, you have the four Food Chiefs… you’ve got a governance system that tries
to take account of and understand that human governance has to meld itself or relate to the
circulation of those Chiefs in that more-than-human realm. So if we thought of governance as
something that requires the engagement of perspectives, views, feedback, health,
sustainability of each of those food chiefs, there is a way of organizing governance that
then, yes has anthropogenic dimensions, but also make sure we don’t just stay on that
point, that we are trying to take account of the way Indigenous people, at least in this
territory might approach governance.

WN: …The cause and effect of our decisions are not linear… some of the decisions we make, our
generation might not see the results from it.
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Forest Management and Conservation

Forest Management and Conservation Taskforce Members
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Tara Martin, Professor, Faculty of Forestry, UBC (Taskforce Chair)
Eli Ennis, Tla-o-qui-aht Nation, President The Iisaak Olam Foundation
Rachel Holt, Ph.D., RPBio., Biologist, Veridian Ecological Consulting
Deb MacKillop, RPF, Research Ecologist, BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development
Andy MacKinnon, RPF (retired), RPBio (retired), Forest Ecologist, Councillor
Esquimalt-Metchosin
Satnam Manhas, RPF, Forest and Community Development Consultant
Teresa Ryan, Tsimshian Nation, Research Associate, Faculty of Forestry, UBC
Suzanne Simard, Professor, RPF, Faculty of Forestry, UBC

British Columbia’s (BC) old-growth forests1 on productive sites are nearly gone (1, 2). For
decades First Nations, scientists and Conservation NGOs have been warning of this
impending loss and calling for a paradigm shift in how we manage our province’s forests away from a model focused on maximizing Allowable Annual Cut (AAC), to one that prioritizes
ecosystem health, long-term sustainability of biodiversity, and the multiple ecosystem and
cultural goods and services that our forests provide. Yet harvesting of the last stands of
productive old growth continues.
Retention of sufficient representative1 old and mature forests in BC is vital for supporting our
wildlife, water storage and recharge, flood control, culture and our economy. Old forests play
an essential role in climate risk mitigation and adaptation, through carbon storage and
sequestration2. In BCs wet coastal forests, old-growth also mitigates fire risk (3). There is
growing evidence that the value of the co-benefits of old forest protection significantly
outweigh the harvested wood products they produce (4-6). The long-term economic benefits
are diminished by continued logging of old-growth forests for short-term marginal gains
removing future opportunities. Without free, prior, and informed consent these losses also

1

See Glossary for definitions of terms used throughout.

2

Tree planting can take 80-100 years to achieve ~80% of the carbon storage and still does not account
for the carbon lost during the logging process.
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contravene Aboriginal rights within the Canadian constitution 3 in addition to provincial,
national and international obligations4 by putting all of these vital goods and services at risk.
Two recent documents draw attention to the need to fundamentally change the way we
manage BC's old-growth forests - A New Future for Old Forest: A Strategic Review of How
British Columbia Manages for Old Forests Within its Ancient Ecosystems” and “BC’s Old
Growth Forest: A Last Stand for Biodiversity”. Both call for the immediate protection of BC's
remaining higher-productivity old-growth forests and a paradigm shift from managing
for timber towards managing for ecosystem health (Figure 1). We strongly and urgently
support this call.

Figure 1. An urgent paradigm shift in the management of BCs forests is needed (from (1)).
This paradigm shift is both critical and urgent. As the best of the remaining older forests
continue to be targeted for timber and emerging biofuel markets5, options for old-growth and
mature forest conservation diminish daily. Both reports emphasize that industrial scale
logging of old-growth forests cannot, and never has been considered sustainable resource
management because of the long timeframes required for the renewal of their structure and
functions.

3

Section 35 of the Constitutional Act 1982: Aboriginal rights include a range of cultural, social, political,
and economic rights including the right to land, as well as to fish, to hunt, and to practice one’s own
culture.
4

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), United Nations Convention
of Biological Diversity, and Paris Agreement on climate change.
5

For example, see “Logging of interior old growth forests for wood pellets” at https://thenarwhal.ca/bcpacific-bioenergy-old-growth-logging-wood-pellets/
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Effective forest management must also include recruitment forests. Since insufficient oldgrowth now remains to meet even minimal legal protection goals in many areas of the
province(7), let alone the 30% protection targets by 20306, forests which contain remnant oldforest structures and those that will achieve old-growth values in the shortest timeframe must
also be protected to attempt to re-establish old-growth forests, which will still take decades to
centuries. In parts of BC, this recruitment strategy is equally as urgent as maintaining the tiny
remaining fragments of old forest (e.g., Coastal Douglas-fir, Southern Great Bear Rainforest,
Sunshine Coast, Inland Temperate Rainforest, Omineca Region).
As scientists and leaders in BC forest research and management, we offer the following
recommendations to ensure BC’s forests will continue to support a full range of goods and
services for future generations. Completion of these recommendations is urgent (1-2
years).
Action 1. Immediately adopt the recommendations outlined within the Gorley and
Merkel (2020) Old Growth Strategic Review (OGSR) - A New Future for Old Forests. This
government-commissioned strategic review outlines the core elements required to support a
transition to a new forest industry based on prioritizing ecosystem health above all else. We
are pleased to see the implementation of these recommendations contained in Honourable
Katrine Conroy’s, Minister of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development (FLNRORD), November 2020 mandate letter, where it states:
“Implement the recommendations of the Old Growth Strategic Review in collaboration with
Indigenous leaders, labour, industry, and environmental groups to protect more old-growth
stands –in addition to the 353,000 hectares protected in September 2020.”
To ensure successful adoption of these recommendations two issues must be
addressed:
1. Culture shift within FLNRORD. The current paradigm of forest management based
on maximizing Allowable Annual Cut (AAC) is supported and promoted by a culture
within the Ministry. In order to facilitate the urgent paradigm shift, this culture must
change at all levels. For example, the BC Chief Forester’s AAC advisory board
consists of 8 Chief Foresters from the major licensees, resulting in a potential barrier
to enabling the required paradigm shift. A diverse and science-based group is urgently
required to advise the Chief Forester and other key forest management roles.
2. Honesty and transparency. Dissemination of misleading statistics about the state of
BCs old growth forests is contributing to the loss of remaining old growth and eroding
trust in the government. For example, none of the 353,000 hectares referenced in the
mandate letter above is actually “protected” – it is deferred from logging for two years.
6

See Canada’s commitment to protect 30% of land and sea by 2030 to stop ‘catastrophic biodiversity
loss at: https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/biodiversity-canada-1.5742040
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In addition, the deferral only applies to forests above set ages7 and logging is permitted
to continue in 157,000 ha of these ostensibly deferred areas.8 Of the remaining
196,000 ha, approximately one third is non-forested, including glaciers, rock, and
avalanche tracks. This means that at most, 130,000 ha of old-growth forest has been
deferred from logging9, and much of this area consists of high-elevation old growth
and other forests that are outside of the Timber Harvesting Landbase and contain
smaller, often stunted trees or is already part of existing Protected Areas. In summary,
of the 353,000 “protected”, less than 2000 ha meets the definition of at risk high
value old forest. In addition, BC Timber Sales and other forest companies continue
to use generic old forest numbers (e.g. “there remains 13.8 million ha of old growth in
BC”) to misinform buyers about the state of old forests in BC10.
Action 2: Appoint an Assistant Deputy Minister that will be accountable to monitor and
publicly report progress each year on the FLRNROD Minister’s Mandate to “Implement the
recommendation of the Old Growth Strategic Review.”
Action 3. Legally implement minimum targets based on science for each forest type.
Increase old-growth retention targets to ensure that no more than half of the expected natural
amount of old forest is harvested within each forest type and, if more than half has already
been logged, then that a recruitment strategy be developed.11 Ensure representation of the
full-range of forests (site series, productivity groups, big trees and smaller treed ecosystems)
within a broad type1. These targets would equate to managing for a moderate level of risk,
rather than the high-risk strategy currently in place (2). Prioritize protection of old forest and
recruitment forest at the two ends of the spectrum of risk:
● in areas where irreplaceable old forest exists today in good condition but is not under
any form of protection.
● in areas where very little old forest remains today, but mature forests or forests with
remnant old-forest structure exist and can provide future old-growth conditions in the
shortest timeframes.

7

See the Forest Act Bulletin at: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-andindustry/forestry/timber-tenures/forest_act_bulletin_old_growth_ministers_order.pdf
8

See the news article at https://thenarwhal.ca/bc-forests-logging-nine-protected-areas/, although

9

Much of this area also overlaps with protected areas where harvesting is not permitted.

10

See BCTS flyer dated Feb 2.,2021 that uses generic descriptions of the amount of old forest to
reassure buyers that there are no old forest concerns with BC forest management. Available from
authors.
11
Retention of 50% of the expected old forest within a biogeoclimatic subzone/variant is the documented
goal of British Columbia’s original Biodiversity Guidebook (see Appendix 4). Note that the Biodiversity
Guidebook underestimates stand-replacing disturbance intervals in the wettest NDT 1 ecosystems,
including coastal and inland temperate rainforests.
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Action 4. Forest management must also include measures to maintain natural areas of
all seral stages (young, mid, and mature, in addition to old). Natural forests (e.g., postfire or insect disturbance) provide cultural, habitat and ecosystem values that are not always
present in managed stands. British Columbia’s forest management and conservation policy
must include protection of natural areas, across all seral stages, in addition to old-growth
conservation. This would include setting science-based targets for mature forest retention, as
well as targets for natural (e.g., not salvaged or otherwise harvested) areas of young and mid
seral forests. This action is particularly important in the face of both the climate crisis and the
emerging biofuel industry both of which increase the pressures on natural ecosystems.
Action 5. Actively implement all of the recommendations in the Strategic Review,
including:
● Immediately ensuring compliance with legal requirements and expectations, including
addressing deficiencies already identified through the Forest Practices Board12 and
cumulative effects assessments.
● Establishing and funding a more robust monitoring system that reflects a more
accurate inventory of old forests. This includes the use of province-wide LiDAR and
other remote sensing tools to determine the location of all old and ancient forests
patches including large remnant or veteran trees (e.g., individual mother trees).
● Moving away from clear-cutting, and employing alternate harvesting systems across
broader areas of the timber harvesting landbase; maintaining large remnants (e.g.,
individual mother trees and their protective neighbors) to ensure that harvesting
maintains values throughout the entire landbase, including the Timber Harvesting
Land Base13.
● Actively promoting the enabling recommendations within the OGSR to ensure regional
jobs and communities rather than volume are prioritized.
Action 6. Discover, document and actively manage for the conservation of biodiversity,
carbon storage and sequestration, fire mitigation (3) and other non-timber economic
benefits of old productive forests in BC. The long-term climate change mitigation and
adaptation values of old forests along with other co-benefits for wildlife conservation, culture,
recreation and tourism are likely to be more valuable than short-term income generated from
harvesting these forests. Current rhetoric that suggests young forests are better than old for
these services is misleading and incorrect.
Action 7. Protect the Aboriginal and Treaty rights and title of First Nations. Old growth
is identified by First Nations’ people as valued for traditional resource use and the ability to
12

See the 2012 Special Investigation report titled: Conserving Old Growth Forests in BC and the 2020
Complaint Investigation titled: Management of Biodiversity in the Prince George Timber Supply Area for
examples.
13
THLB – the area prioritised for harvesting. Zoning a ‘working forest’ on the THLB is raised by industry
as a solution, but will critically fail if adopted because these most productive areas of the land are critical
for all values (social, ecological and cultural) as well as economic
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harvest old growth trees such as monumental cedar for cultural purposes, as well as for
spiritual and other values. Large landscapes dominated by a distribution of natural
ecosystems, including old forests, also improve the ability to practice treaty and aboriginal
rights unencumbered by industrial footprint (2).
The declines in many forest dependent wildlife populations are alarming and the loss of
resiliency makes recovery improbable without attending to habitat restoration to support
functional ecosystems and biodiversity; shifts in ecosystem function have also jeopardized
hydrology flows that support salmon and other aquatic species; biodiversity is compromised
by loss of species at risk of extinction including salmon, caribou and other wildlife that form
the foundational base of food security in First Nations communities. The loss of resiliency
increases risk of catastrophic fire for a majority of First Nations communities. These losses
contradict The BC Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act and fails in its
purposes to contribute to the implementation on the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples.
Action 8. Review and overhaul the timber supply review process to ensure long-term
harvest levels do not undermine the ability to effectively implement a paradigm-shift of forest
management in BC. Implement by establishing an independent science panel to oversee this
critical process.
Action 9. Develop and implement BC Species at Risk Legislation. BC’s old forests
support many species at risk, some found nowhere else on earth, including southern
mountain caribou. Logging of old growth is the underlying driver of southern mountain caribou
decline. Conservation of BC’s species at risk requires protection of forested and non-forested
habitats. In total BC has over 1800 species at risk of extinction (8) - more than any other
province. These species depend on a range of ecosystems and interconnected habitats
including old-growth forests. Species at Risk legislation must apply broadly to mitigate loss of
species protected by Aboriginal and Indigenous rights and complement federal jurisdiction
under the Species at Risk Act (SARA). Without this critical legislation, we have no safeguard
to protect and recover endangered wildlife in BC. This forces higher risks of extinction for
vulnerable species and ecosystems.
Action 10. Enact legislation establishing conservation and management of ecosystem
integrity as the overarching priority for all sectors. Provide immediate direction to
Statutory Decision Makers (Chief Forester, District and Regional Managers) to immediately
prioritise ecological integrity and allow and promote timely and effective implementation of
OGSR recommendations. This includes agriculture, energy, mining, urban development and
infrastructure, recreation, and others. This action will signal and enable the new paradigm for
forestry management to conserve forest ecosystem integrity. The present operations of
forestry under the umbrella principle ‘without unduly impacting timber supply’ have depleted
ecosystem provisions that these sectors need for present and future economic productivity.
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In Summary: there is a need for a strong vision of an alternate future for British Columbia’s
forests. This government has an opportunity to facilitate resilience of forests and protection
of irreplaceable biodiversity. We gravely hope that this last chance is faced head-on and
embraced with courage and vision.

Glossary
Ancient forest - very old old-growth
Old growth – A generic term to describe forests with old trees. In British Columbia, for
management purposes, this is usually described according to the age of the trees (usually >
250 years in wetter ecosystems and > 140 years in drier ecosystems. Many of BC’s forested
ecosystems contain a wide diversity of forests that meet the age criteria for old, yet look and
functional very differently from one another. In every forested ecosystem in BC that has a
range of old forest types, ecosystems with the largest trees are at the highest risk.
Primary forest – Forests of native tree species, where there are no clearly visible indications
of industrial activities and the ecological processes are not significantly disturbed.
Recruitment forest - age-classes below old forest needed to manage for old forest in the
long-term. Particularly important in areas where very little or fragmented old remains. Forests
with remnant old structure and those that are closest to the age of old growth are generally
of highest conservation value for future old growth.
Representative forests - includes all ecologically, functionally, visually, different forest types.
Maintaining representative ecosystems is a key conservation principle.
Second growth forest – Forests regenerated following human-caused disturbances.
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Carbon

B.C. Forest Summit
Addressing the Vision
Carbon Imperatives, Obstacles, & Proposed Actions
BC Forest Carbon Task Force

On February 27-28, 2020, a “Forest Summit” was held in Vancouver, bringing
together a wide range of people having a strong interest or stake in the forests of
British Columbia, to consider the drafting of a vision for the future of British
Columbia’s forests. Based on the outcomes of the full-day meeting, a “Forest
Summit Report” was produced by the summit organizers. The report presented a
vision (pp. 5-6) of an ideal BC Forest fifty years out– one that would provide a
comprehensive suite of social, environmental, and economic values and
services.
Following distribution, six task forces were established to translate into actions,
key aspects of the vision.
The BC Forest Carbon Task Force was struck by the summit organizers and
charged with the task of determining what short, medium, and long term actions
would be required to achieve the vision articulated in the Summit Report. Where
appropriate, input was secured from one or more experts in carbon and/or
sustainability. The process employed to identify the required actions involved
three steps:
1. Articulation of the report’s forest vision in terms of three “imperatives”;
and,
2. Identification of the “obstacles” that need to be removed or addressed in
order to achieve each imperative; and,
3. Identification of specific “priority actions” required to achieve the carbonrelated aspects of the vision, in an “Action Plan”.
The majority of this process was undertaken during November and December of
2020, using consultations and Zoom meetings. A few experts were asked to
review and comment as late as March 2021. What follows immediately is a
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summary of the imperatives, obstacles and proposed actions determined
necessary to achieve the 2070 vision.
Thereafter is presented an Action Plan (pp, 7-9) that is organized in terms of the
short term (0 - 5 years), medium term (5- 10 years), and long term actions
required to achieve the vision.
Imperative 1: BC Forests represent a massive carbon reservoir with net
positive carbon sequestration rates
Obstacles



First Nation (FN)
engagement inadequate,
given ancestral forested
territories

Proposed Actions

Develop a practical property right system
that addresses tenure rights over carbon
for FN projects. The system will provide
significant leverage over forest
management practices.

Roll out support for meaningful
consultation, engagement and economic
opportunities for FN communities to
engage in the developing forest carbon
economy.

Develop and deliver capacity building
training for FN communities, guardians and
workers.


Insufficient tracking of
current carbon
sequestration rates and
future potentials

The B.C. Government to mandate an existing or
new agency, to map and quantify existing and
potential carbon sequestration rates, in a
spatial information system.
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Establish increasing realized sequestration
targets (similar to those established in the
construction industry through the BC Energy
Step Code).

The development of this capacity would inform
policy decisions and public & private
investments.


Degraded/Bug-kill/NSR
lands

Ensure that associated carbon offsets are
fungible in LNG and other large emitter
markets.

For sponsors, prepare ‘stewardship’
contract templates with carbon assets
addressed, so that those organizations that
invest in restoration can share in the
benefits.


Unknown impacts of
climate change on BC’s
forests

Identify all possible impacts (e.g. wildfires,
drought, infestation) and mitigation options
for each.

Engage Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain
Technology and the Internet of Things to
gather information and provide sensitivity
analysis and predictive models.


Old-growth management
challenges including the
current need for a
consideration of the
potential role BC Parks
landscapes in carbon
conservation and
achieving the Province’s
GHG policy objectives.

In cooperation with FNs, develop a
Transition Plan that includes carbon
considerations for implementing BC’s Old
Growth Forest Strategy.
In alignment with the above, assess the
potential of voluntary carbon markets to
support BC Parks management (including
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acquisitions), and at the same time
contribute to the achievement of the
Province’s GHG policy objectives.


Inadequate BC carbon
registration and
unstructured carbon
management
infrastructure

Establish a comprehensive BC Carbon Registry
to enable the coordinated issuance, transfer
and retirement of compliance units, including
offset units used by regulated operations to
meet their requirements and carbon offsets
used by the B.C. Government to satisfy its
carbon neutral commitments.

The Registry should be expanded to both
regulated and non-regulated operations to
include all carbon transactions occurring in the
jurisdiction, including voluntary carbon
transactions. This would increase transparency
and enhance trust in BC-based carbon products
in global markets.


Inadequately detailed and
updated forest inventory

BC needs a continuous upgrade program
for forest inventory (that incorporates
sequestration) and tracks ‘real time’
changes in the inventory to inform policy
and investment decisions, as natural and
human disturbances affect the landscape.



Re-examine marginal
farmland in the province

There may be up to 3 million ha of land that
could be restored to forests or agro-forests
in BC, and this potential needs to be
quantified.



Unrecognized and
unprotected high carbon
landscapes
GHG Protocol “Scope 3”
requirements
unaddressed

Detect, map, publicize and protect BC’s
high carbon value landscapes.



Prepare to report on Scope 3 requirements
as to be identified under the upcoming
GHG Protocol from WBCSD/WRI
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Imperative 2: A strong demand for BC Forest carbon for both compliant
and voluntary products has been established

Obstacles



Proposed Actions

Inadequate/unharmonized
carbon protocols & standards,
absence of coherence
between compliance grade
offset protocols at the
provincial, federal, and
international levels
Deep institutional resistance to
carbon recognition

Replace the BC Forest Carbon Offset
Protocol (FCOP) with protocols that are
harmonized with international
standards that already have
demonstrated access to markets.



No transparent exchange
platform for carbon product
buyers and sellers and no
system of registration

Structure the registry (see above) so
that is harmonized and compatible with
VERRA, California, and to other
relevant registry architectures.



A capacity void exists re
carbon issue communications,
and public outreach and
education

Create a set of course and specialize
certificates program on carbon
accounting and finance along with
public outreach and education.



Absence of Information,
Communication and
Technology (ICT) tools for
managing carbon in the supply
chains of industries

Work with existing technology solution
providers already working on this
problem. Currently there are Trimble,
MEGA, Taking Root, SilviaTerra and a
host of others working on ICT tools for
the forest and agricultural carbon
marketplace.



Address the resistance to carbon
management in many levels of
government. There are policy actors in
both the federal and provincial
governments that harbor reservations
to employing carbon markets
(preferring a regulatory “command and
control” approach).
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Nominal international
promotion of BC Forest
Carbon products for voluntary
&/or zero footprint corporate
markets

BC government must promote BC Forest
Carbon products regionally, nationally and
internationally:
- Link a revised or replaced BC Forest
Carbon Offset Protocol (FCOP) to other
international protocols/methodologies
(i.e. VCS, Gold Standard, etc) to enable
BC-based carbon offset products to be
marketed internationally and regionally
simultaneously.
- Establish a “BC first” policy for carbon
offset buyers in British Columbia,
wherein BC Forest Carbon products are
the preferred carbon products when
purchases in BC occur, both for
regulated and non-regulated entities.

- The BC government should establish BCbased forestry carbon products as a
leading contender when it comes to
achieving carbon neutrality for airline
obligations and commitments. Under
the IATA CORSIA agreement, the
majority of airlines worldwide have
agreed to become carbon neutral and
purchase offsets from a pre-determined
list of programs.
- Require businesses operating in BC to
purchase BC carbon forestry products
towards achieving net-zero
commitments.

Imperative 3: BC Forests are making significant contributions to domestic
and international carbon management policies
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Obstacles



Absence of sectoral
carbon policy
coherence

Proposed Actions

Establish/mandate a senior agency or secretariat to
direct/oversee inter-ministry and inter-sectoral
carbon management coherence.
Develop policy framework that improves and
coordinates best practice applications across
sectors.



Weak linkage to
voluntary markets

The rapidly growing voluntary market internationally is
largely disconnected from the BC Forest Carbon
products. The government should establish linkage and
coordination between the regulated and non-regulated
(voluntary) markets to enable BC-based carbon products
to be marketed internationally. This will enable direct
investments into resource industries while accelerating
carbon sequestration in the province.



Enabling legislation
required to integrate
the province’s
domestic and
international carbon
management
initiatives and
transactions
Non-government
institution needed to
serve carbon -related
FN needs

Organize government, NGOs such as TNC and
Nature United, with indigenous, unions and industry
(small, medium, large leaders) to develop a legal
and regulatory framework and examine how New
Zealand, California and Australia have tackled this
challenge.



Establish separate Development Bank and
Financial Authority (e.g. Indigenous Conservation
Bank).
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B.C. Forest Carbon Action Plan
B.C. Forest Carbon Task Force
Short Term (0-5 years) Priority Actions
1. Premier to appoint a “Carbon Commissioner” who reports to the cabinet directly
or through an inter-ministerial committee (e.g. the Environment & Land Use
Committee). The Carbon Commissioner to be charged with an overarching
mandate, and provided the resources and expertise (e.g. an updated Climate
Action Secretariat) required to manage and oversee ‘all things carbon’ for the
province, including:
 diligently developing the province’s carbon assets, managing the province’s
carbon liabilities, and facilitating carbon commerce;
 addressing as a priority FN carbon rights and land tenure issues, and
demonstrate same with a “First Nations Forest Carbon Pilot Project” that
explores tenure options, generates carbon revenues to be shared under an
ABSA, and showcases multiple shared benefits (e.g. long-term FN
employment, preserved ecosystem values, old-growth protection, biodiversity,
restoration of high biodiversity areas like degraded riparian zones and any
bug-killed or NSR forests, etc.);
 establishing a spatial information system that will measure and record the
carbon stock across all tenures in BC and monitor carbon stock changes from
forest growth, conservation, harvesting and disturbance, and carbon projects:
- the information system would include the ability to overlay tenure, land
ownership and a range of other spatial attributes to allow allocation of
ownership to the carbon stock, which -- a critical but often forgotten
requirement for carbon trading;
- capacity to overlay spatial mapping of carbon project areas;
- the system should be designed with current and quickly advancing remote
sensing capacity, database and machine learning tools, to create high
levels of efficiency and confidence, and to reduce transaction costs.
 Defining a comprehensive “Jurisdictional Framework” that accommodates all
manners of carbon issue management, including international transactions;
 developing and supporting carbon policy regulation development as climate
science and international mechanisms and markets evolve;
 promoting, supporting, and providing oversight of inter-ministry coordination
on carbon matters;
 undertaking economic impact assessments of international and federal policy
developments (e.g. UNFCCC, Paris Accord, Glasgow Process, and the
Federal Greenhouse Gas Offset System and other federal carbon policy
initiatives);
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coordinating harmonization and inter-jurisdictional carbon program integration
and negotiations;
 overseeing establishment and operation of a comprehensive and coherent
“BC Carbon Registry” and enabling mechanisms that facilitate the recording,
and reporting, and certification of multi-jurisdictional transactions;
 in cooperation with FNs, develop a Transition Plan (that includes carbon
considerations) for implementing a BC Old Growth Forest Strategy.
 in alignment with the above, assess and if appropriate develop the potential of
voluntary carbon markets to support BC Parks management (including priority
acquisitions), while contributing to the achievement of the Province’s GHG
policy objectives.
 address gaps and harmonization of multi-jurisdictional carbon methodologies,
protocols and standards to support carbon sequestration reporting,
monitoring, marketing, and selling;
 align with capacity in other jurisdictions in Canada, the U.S. (e.g. American
Carbon Standard, and California’s CARB cap and trade) and abroad,
selectively adopting from VCS, Plan Vivo, Gold Standard, etc. standards that
enable the marketing of BC forest carbon products nationally and
internationally, within both regulated and voluntary markets;
 support resolution of carbon rights issues surrounding ancestral First Nation
(FN) lands;
 work with federal government to establish a mechanism enabling
development of Internationally Traded Mitigation Outcomes (ITMOs} for
export.
2. BC government to establish an institution or authority to support the specific
financing needs of FN carbon projects (similar to Municipal Finance Authority and
First Nations Health and Finance Authorities).
3. BC government to establish an Advisory Body representing First Nations and a
mechanism to address title and ownership of ancestral lands and resources.
4. BC government to use line ministries to take action on the following:
 grow carbon awareness and carbon literacy in government and public;
 develop up-to-date mapping of the current forestry sequestration landscape
and its potential across the Province, using state of the art satellite, drone,
and other technologies;
 establish a public outreach program, identifying, interpreting, and publicizing
high carbon and high sequestration landscapes, and those at risk.
5. Assign responsibility to appropriate BC trade agencies and offices to aggressively
develop domestic and international markets for a variety of BC Forest Carbon Products,
including:
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establishment of a “BC first” policy that incents purchasers of carbon products in BC,
i.e. industrial and other large emitters (e.g. air carriers) operating in BC to purchase
BC Forest Carbon to meet their regulated and/or voluntary needs.



engaging trade missions and embassies to aggressively promote BC forest carbon
products internationally to grow demand from international markets, such as
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA),
Climate Pledge, UNFCCC’s INDC (Intended Nationally Intended Outcomes), etc.

6. Finance Ministry and Carbon Secretariat to assess and address impacts of the
announced federal carbon tax on offset pricing, and potential demand impacts on
forest carbon from specific industries: mining, agriculture, oil and gas,
construction, cement, etc.

Medium Term (5-10 years) Priority Actions
1. Revisit carbon policy and actions in light of scientific, technological and market
developments:
 assess and revise legislation in place as required;
 assess and revise education, communications, and training programs.
2. Further promote BC Forest Carbon products internationally to meet the growing
demand from developing international markets.
3. Enact innovative industry incentives and tax credits that foster carbon reduction
and offset investment on an accelerated basis.
4. Assess and confirm successful implementation of B.C.’s old growth strategy.

Long Term (10-50 years) Priority Actions
1. Sustain and grow domestic and international markets for BC Forest Carbon
products.
2. Develop and update best-in-class forest carbon protocols and standards that are
recognized and accepted worldwide.
3. Adapt legislation, policy, regulations and practices to emerging scientific,
technological (e.g. sequestration methods) and market supply/demand
developments.
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Forest revenues and product diversification

FOREST REVENUES
AND PRODUCT
DIVERSIFICATION
TASK FORCE
SUMMARY OF
QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES

Bruce Blackwell, Task Force Chair
BACKGROUND
The Forests Summit 2020 held on February 27-28, 2020 and attended by a diverse array of individuals
and organizations from throughout the Province generated the elements of a vision for British
Columbia’s forests in the next 50 years. Input and comments during the Summit, as well as from a
follow-up survey, emails, and a virtual meeting in June 2020 were invited and received. The resulting
vision, while it does not represent each, and every comment, does reflect the consideration, weighing
out, and eventual coalescence of all the input and discussion. The product was a 50-year vision and 10
related goals for the future of BC forests.
A Summit 2020 Strategic Planning Group was formed with the mandate to generate options for
strategic plans that will support and guide the achievement of this vision for the short term (0-5
years), medium term (5-10 years), and long term (10-50 years). This is intended to include expanding
the conversation to more experts throughout the Province, influencing and engaging key organizations
and individuals, and promoting the implementation of successful next steps. Six Task Forces were
formed to provide input to the mandate of the Strategic Planning Group. One of these was the Forest
Revenues and Product Diversification Task Force.
As Chair of the Forest Revenues and Product Diversification Task Force, I elected to use a Questionnaire
model as the tool to obtain views from a wide range of knowledgeable BC experts with relevant
experience. This approach was adopted based on the recognition that individuals are very busy and a
time-efficient process was required to reflect this reality while providing the Task Force with answers
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that effectively capitalize on the knowledge and experience of individuals in contributing to achieving
the goals.
This document summarizes the comments from the Forest Revenues and Product Diversification Task
Force for submission to the Forest Summit 2020 Strategic Action Group. NO ATTRIBUTION TO
INDIVIDUALS IS INCLUDED to provide a safe space for participant comments. A wide range of experts
in the various aspects of increasing forest revenues and product diversification were solicited.
Unfortunately, only a subset of the preferred list of potential participants (4 out of 9) completed the
Questionnaire; it was subsequently sent out to an additional two industry respondents (one response is
still outstanding). However, those participating provided perspectives from Non-Indigenous
communities,
area-based and volume-based tenures, Community Forests licensees, primary and
secondary wood manufacturers, and academia. The summary was compiled by myself, (Task Force
Chair) with the objective of either inserting the specific comments or the intent of the input from
the participants into a standard format that would deliver on the recommended direction of the
Strategic Planning Group. The limitation of the reporting format has limited that ability to include
rationales and details associated with the comments by the participants. However, where this
material was provided, it has been retained and would be made available for clarification purposes,
subject to the approval of the participant.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
On behalf of the Strategic Planning Group, I would like to thank all the participants for the extensive time
they contributed to this initiative. Also, for being up-front with their comments and recommendations
capitalizing on their knowledge, experience, and innovative thoughts.

INSTRUCTIONS
The following instructions were provided to participants completing the Questionnaire.
The intent of this questionnaire is to efficiently receive Task Force member views regarding delivery of
the Forest Summit goals. The focus is on identifying the barriers and recommend actions to remove
them. We are asking you to focus on the goals specifically related to increasing forest revenues and
product diversification (i.e., PRIORITY GOALS in the questionnaire below). We ask that you provide your
views on the barriers and recommended actions on these Forum 2020 goals. In addition, we would
welcome your views on the barriers and suggested components of increasing forest revenues and
product diversification outlined in the Strategic Action Plan Framework (i.e., FRAMEWORK
COMPONENTS in the questionnaire). You also have the option of commenting on the barriers and
recommended actions associated with the other Forum 2020 goals (i.e., OPTIONAL GOALS in the
questionnaire). Your comments will be passed on to the other Task Force Chairs.
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Specific Instructions
1) The assumption is the delivery of the goals will be through the adoption of a
balancing process in delivery of a final version of an integrated set of goals. This
should be considered in providing your advice.
2) It would be appreciated if each Task Force member would provide comments on the
identified PRIORITY GOALS. These are the key goals primarily associated with the
mandate of the Forest Revenues and Product Diversification Task Force.
3) The OPTIONAL GOALS are those primarily associated with the mandate of another
Task Force. However, we welcome your comments that will be shared with other
Task Force(s).
4) The Task Force members are asked to identify up to four (4) priority barriers and
associated recommended strategic actions for each goal, including the timeline (i.e.,
0-5 years, 5-10 years or 10-50 years) for fulfillment of each action.
5) The deadline for submission of Task Force member completed questionnaires
is February 15, 2021.
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SUMMARY
Priority Goals
GOAL: The forest products industry is a major employer, particularly in
rural areas, and utilizes fibre obtained from forests in an optimal fashion.
Barrier #1: Current focus of forest products industry on commodity products. Tenure rights
Strategic actions:
 Forest products industry diversification and tenure diversification
Timeline: 0-10 years
Barrier #2: Poorly diversified industry
Strategic action: Recognize that there are many other companies in BC that bring value
and contribute to the forest industry (COFI doesn’t speak for the entire industry) and
focus on securing the medium to small companies in the province that generate much
higher jobs/m3 , create community stability, and reinvest in their communities (vs in the
SE of the US).
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #3: Access to timber (fibre)/ timber supply
Strategic actions:


Significantly expand the availability of auctioned timber to approximately 50% of AAC.
Timeline: 5-10 years
 Detach BCTS from the government and operate this organization by a
board/committee, accountable to policy and regulations just like any other forest
tenure licensee. Timeline: 5-10 years
 Legally defined and spatialize Timber Harvesting Land Base (secure access to timber
is paramount to achieve this goal). Timeline: none provided
Barrier #4: Government policy aimed at increased preservation of the forest land base without
offsetting opportunity to improve forest growth and utilization on areas not conserved. Policy
aimed at improved utilization when no economic markets exist for the recovered fibre is
further eroding the ability of the industry to operate (e.g., FESBC financial support
required to make the majority of current wood salvage opportunities viable across BC).
Strategic action: Investigate application of a zonation policy that allows for a balance
between conservation and industrial forestry (all goals for the forest cannot be addressed on
every hectare.
Timeline: 3-5 years
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Barrier #5: Public perceptions/education (lack of public understanding and social license)
Strategic actions:


Introduce curriculum to the primary and secondary school system describing how we
manage and benefit from natural resources in order to institute a cultural change on
perceptions of forestry in BC. Timeline: 0-5 years
 Industry and government to promote and support the forest industry via made for TV
commercials and other social media avenues to educate the public and gain social
license. Timeline: none provided
Barrier #6: Continued decline of the economical working forest and increasing non-timber
expectations of it (at all planning levels), perpetuates the slow and steady flight of capital,
labour and supporting businesses away from rural communities. Failure by the public
landowner to provide a reduced risk environment. Growing uncertainty, determined by
biotic, climatic and political forces. The BC forest industry’s ability to compete in an
international market hindered by high costs (BC leading in product innovation and
manufacturing costs control but timber/feedstock costs are relatively high due for example
to our comprehensive regulatory regimes, stumpage and other geographic challenges).
Strategic action: Government to commit to a more stable business environment and
timber supply that addresses these barriers
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #7: Provincial policy and regulation (stumpage, timber quotas)
Strategic actions: Government to lead changes to forest policy in order to encourage
positive change and move away from the status quo, including a) changes to the current
stumpage system which impedes diversification, innovation, maximization of value; and
b) the concentration of timber quota by few large licensees.
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #8: Provincial policy on access to international markets
Strategic actions: Remove political bias to log export policy, acknowledging that access
to international log markets is vitally necessary to allow forest industry participants to
develop the full range of species and products that the coastal forest sector is capable of
producing (export premiums are critical to economic feasibility – i.e., coastal stands,
smaller tenures lacking economies of scales or diversity of species, strategic as an outlet
for hemlock to create economic feasibility).
Timeline: 10-50 years (the general public’s acceptance is highly unlikely)
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Barrier #9: Fair and transparent log market - Market valuations of timber throughout BC
are essentially word-of-mouth. Owners of timber (particularly First Nations small tenure
holders) have limited ability to understand the log market and must rely on trusting the
expertise of a small group of informed individuals (typically independent log brokers on
the coast or mill representatives in the interior).
Strategic actions: Develop a more transparent process for establishing and
communicating value of harvested timber.
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #10: Carbon sequestration/offsets conflict with forest industry and community
interests (i.e., retaining merchantable stands as unharvested, will create a conflict with
portions of THLB no longer capable of supplying timber to the forest products industry.
Carbon offsets do not create employment or help sustain communities.)
Strategic actions: Recognize and reconcile conflict of carbon sequestration/carbon
offsets with forest products industry and community interests (offsets vs THLB,
employment, community interest). Distinguish what makes sense to sell as a carbon
offset versus what makes sense to continue using as managed forests for harvesting.
Timeline: 0-5 years
GOAL: The forest products industry has secure, economically viable timber
supplies, is innovative and has diverse markets for its products.
Barrier #1: Multiple resource management, changing expectations on public lands.
Strategic action: recognize the impact of multiple resource management on the working
forest and the economic foundation of the forest industry as a barrier to meeting this goal.
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #2: While the current tenure system provides security of fibre to the existing
industry (but may also be acting as deterrent to new product development); the
economics of the supply is constantly under pressure via new forest policy implemented
without appropriate economic assessment, and ongoing erosion of the fibre land base.
Without long‐ term security of raw materials, and the potential for a profit profile greater
than what already exists, investment is unlikely.
Strategic actions: Assess the required balance of tenure vs open market log supply that will
ensure the security of the existing industry and move to reallocate timber away from the major
tenure holders to either BCTS or other market log players sufficient to allow new investment
Timeline: 2-3 years
Barrier #3: Lack of a legally defined, spatialized Timber Harvesting Land Base
Strategic action: Government to show leadership and be brave to make changes
needed to legally and spatially define the THLB, ensuring secure fibre access which will
encourage investment in innovative and diverse markets.
Timeline: none provided
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Barrier #4: Lack of domestic market for value -added wood products; lack of forest
management strategy
Strategic actions: Develop strategy to support the uptake of value-added wood products and
new, innovative approaches to forest management
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #5: The four-year political cycle (trees and major investments into manufacturing
infrastructure require many years to grow or develop; changing political whims can
undermine confidence in investment)
Strategic actions: Establish broad, long reaching aspirational objectives for the
management of Crown forests and establish a diverse provincial board/committee to
monitor and adjust objectives overtime to minimize influence of provincial politics.
Timeline: 5-10 years
Barrier #6: Reconciliation
Strategic actions:


Clarify the process, costs, and end state of reconciliation and the true impacts on
timber supply, communities and First Nations (What does reconciliation with First
Nations mean? What does the end state look like? How do we get there and what
does it cost? What are the true impacts of reconciliation on timber supply,
communities, and First Nations?). Timeline: 0-5 years.
 Integrate First Nations support for the forest industry through reconciliation with the
goal of having no concerns about security of raw material supply due to First
Nations traditional territory infringement. Timeline: 5-15 years
Barrier #7: Notion of “secure” timber supply
Strategic actions:


Eliminate the concept of “secure” timber supply as a right or entitlement. (In the United
States, the vast majority of timber available to its manufacturing base is not secured
by legislative right. It is made certain through relationships, some of which are
formalized through supply agreements, or acquired through multiple models including
on stump purchases, open gate purchases, short-term land leases, or acquisition of
private land with timber. The point being there is no “security” inherent within the
majority of the timber supply, but rather certainty of supply is created via a number of
entrepreneurial modes).
 Learn from/apply examples within BC where investment has occurred despite
“security” of tenure.
 Reduce tenure for any tenure holder to a significant factor less than their actual
requirements for their mill, with the caveat that the province can demonstrate, overall,
there is enough timber supply available (tenure plus auction purchase) to sustain in
excess of current domestic demand. Remaining timber needs to be purchased via
auction.
Timeline: 0-5 years
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Barrier #8: Trade-offs in rural job creation potential. The tenure system provides security
of fibre to the existing industry but may also be acting as a deterrent to new product
development. One has to accept, however, that if the tenure system is changed to allow
new entrants and/or increased market availability of logs meant to foster new industry
development, that we will have to accept job loss in the existing sector as logs are
diverted to new products.
Strategic actions: Government support for identification of new forest products (if their
goal is to move to higher value) which must include research to assess job creation
potential recognizing traditional sawmill/ veneer plant jobs will be reduced
Timeline: 3-5 years
Barrier #9: Innovation - inhibited in BC due to a number of factors, including lack of
access to fibre, capital to build infrastructure, affordable locations to build facilities etc.
Lack of recognition or support for innovation among small entrepreneurs that are not
supported by the current institutionalized approach for fostering innovation in BC (i.e., FP
Innovations, which tends to support innovation based on what the provincial government
and major forest products manufacturers desire).
Strategic actions: Establish a crucible of innovation to support small to medium
innovators of the forest resource with such support associated with research and product
development, market research, capital financing of pilot project establishment etc.
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #10: Government approach to “let the marked dictate” (favours
expansion/concentration of larger licensees vs smaller diversified companies). Access to
the right fibre by the specialty products sector is limited.
Strategic actions: Government must put policies in place that give small specialty
companies access to the right fibre which is economically priced to maximize value,
innovation, and jobs, i.e., ensure “the right log to the right mill” – this would represent only
a minor apportionment of the total provincial AAC (approximately 15%). Recognize
smaller specialty companies are much more diverse and apt to be innovative than large
dimensional mills
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #11: High operating costs in BC compared to other jurisdictions
Strategic actions:


Government needs to show leadership and be brave to make legislative changes to
reduce costs in BC.
 The high operating costs in BC relative to other jurisdictions need to be considered
when establishing economically valued timber
Timeline: none provided
GOAL: There is a diversity of manufacturing units producing a wide range of
value-added products that satisfy the needs of the emerging bioeconomy, as
well as more conventional products such as engineered wood products
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Barrier #1: Conservative approach of forest industry, lack of research funding, lack of
commercialization support, lack of de-risking support
Strategic actions: Make tenure/incentives available to companies that are willing to
innovate, retool current support mechanisms.
Timeline: 0-10 years
Barrier #2: Failure to acknowledge the co-dependency of primary and tertiary forest
product industries as well as failure to acknowledge the industry in general for supporting
other sectors. The Forest Summit Report appears to indicate a bias against commoditybased forest products. This is problematic if other goals are expected to be achieved,
including having the forest products industry as a major employer. Many value-added
manufacturers required products first produced by primary manufacturers (i.e.,
commodity-based forest products), including chips from sawmills that feed pulp mills.
Activities on the land base undertaken by the industry in general provide services to other
sectors, such as providing road access for tourism operators.
Strategic actions: Acknowledge co-dependencies of primary and tertiary forest product
industries and the role of activities on the land base undertaken by the industry in general
in supporting other sectors (e.g., road access for tourism operations).
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #3: Fragmentation of the working forest, erosion of the THLB. Uncertainty in the
timberland foundation
Strategic actions:


Government must show leadership to make decisions regarding the THLB that are
balanced and acknowledge the importance of the forest industry to BC.
 Ensure a timberland foundation on which to build forward (the expertise and
infrastructure is in place to evolve BC’s value-added sector). For a business to invest
in value-added it needs to minimize its risks. If the timberlands from which it sources
its fibre are moving targets then the risk of securing capital, equipment and labour and
start up is also too high.
Timeline: none provided
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Barrier #4: Fibre for new entrants
Strategic actions:


Establish regional fibre pools (non-replaceable tenures), available for new legitimate
genuine entrants to access for a guaranteed period of time (i.e., 5 years) to assist in
their establishment within the industry. This could be described as a modern version
of appurtenancy. Timeline: 0-5 years.
o To incentivize new entrants to diversify the manufacturing units, fibre needs to
be made available. If these entrants require bank or third-party financing, they
will need a guarantee of fibre supply.
 Government to provide tenure updates (including cut control flexibility), stumpage
relief and tax credits to help foster business to business relationships between valueadded and solid wood industry (i.e., bio energy plants and pulp mills that are mainly
supplied by inexpensive mill residuals rather than round log). Timeline: none
provided.
o While access to tenure or feedstock is often cited as an impediment to the
development of value-added industry, this messaging has been mainly coming
from bioenergy and pulp mills. These businesses would actually succeed
better if they partnered with the solid wood industry. Evidence has shown this
is indeed what has played out.
Barrier #5: Cost structure of the current fibre supply. Tenure system that prevents
development of new product - AAC apportionment system does not differentiate between
fibre types on the land base. Lack of security of fibre supply and profit motivation.
Strategic actions:




Implement a way in the apportionment system to separate sawlogs from other fibre
types so as to allow secure long‐ term access to these fibre types without the
need to develop business to business (B2B) relationships with tenure holders who
see new product development as a threat. Timeline: 2-3 years
Restructure the tenure system to ensure security of raw material supply for a period long
enough to justify investment (i.e., fixed‐ term tenures used to motivate investment like
the old Section 16.1 small busines sales or similar). Timeline: 1-2 years
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Barrier #6: Value added Strategy and commitment
Strategic actions:


Draft a strategic plan to help the industry and the public, including potential new
entrants, understand what is meant by and hoped for by having a value-added sector.
Timeline: 0-5 years
o The term value-added is used generously by many groups including the BC
government, yet there is no understanding of what the term is defined as, nor
are there clear expectations or objectives established for this aspirational goal.
CLT is not the answer.
 Define and ensure shared understand of what a conventional vs is a valued added
product. Timeline: none provided.
o calling engineered wood products, a conventional product may be a big part of
the issue in BC. Mass timber for example is not a conventional product.
 Government, industry, and public must make a serious commitment to the stated goal
to realize its full potential. Timeline: none provided.
o Despite talk, reports since the 1980s, no real commitment ahs been made. We
have talked about VA since the 1980’s but no real commitment has been made
and the VA industry keeps shrinking.
Barrier #7: Government forest policy that inhibits full utilization and growth of the valueadded sector
Strategic actions:


Government to adopt policies and legislation that encourage utilization. Example: flat
per tonne rate on any low-grade fibre being delivered from the bush to a secondary
manufacturing facility such as pulp mills, pellet plants, or small pole producers
o For example, in the interior when smaller tops or low-grade logs which
normally end in slash piles are brought into a pulp mill the actual stumpage
rate isn’t known until the truck hits the scale and the load is put into a stratum.
This is very risky as the licensee may expect the stumpage to be $.25 only to
have it hit a stratum that yields a stumpage rate of $10. The licensee cannot
afford to take that hit and get creative on leaving that fibre in the bush. This
leads to lost opportunity for the bio energy sector to access that fibre, they
complain to government, government makes a change to force this fibre be
removed and now we have a hammer being used instead of looking at why this
isn’t working.
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #8: Lack of markets for specific species or fibre quality. Certain species such as
hemlock or fibre quality such as degraded lodgepole pine due to mountain pine beetle are
in need of markets and are underutilized fibre.
Strategic actions:


Develop demand for underutilized fibre and accelerate product development for these
fibre types (i.e., hemlock, MPB degraded lodgepole pine)
 Concentrated effort to accelerate product development for these underutilized fibre
types.
Timeline: 5-10 years
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Barrier #9: Real estate for manufacturing – there are very few locations in coastal BC or
the interior where new business entrants can establish operations, either physically or
from the affordability perspective
Strategic action: Create manufacturing clusters/parks where small or medium size
facilities can be built and where there are synergies established in required infrastructure
(examples could be having a central loading/shipping/transportation hub linked to rail
system, centralized energy system, centralized residual collection system, etc.)
Timeline: 5-10 years
GOAL: Supported by a range of world-class universities and training institutions,
British Columbia is the foremost centre of expertise in conservation, forest
management and advanced forest products processing, and has some of the besttrained and highly skilled forest-related people in the world. This expertise is
sought all over the world.
Barrier #1: Tenure system, recent focus on salvage harvesting of MPB, lack of research funding, too
much volume of quality timber until now no need to innovate
Strategic action: Solid strategy/vision by the landowner to make sure everyone knows where we are
heading - policy to support that
Timeline: 0-3 years
Barrier #2: Ongoing land use conflicts; strong environmental lobby impacts our global profile and
government actions, despite performance and leadership as verified by third party certification.
Strategic action: Settle land use conflicts and identify the forest land base (via zonation) that will
support each identified objective (forest products, conservation, etc.) and then accept that the
industry will right-size (job loss) given the resultant available fibre supply
Timeline: 5-10 years
Barrier #3: UBC specifically does not fully embrace the operational side of forestry, in
particular timber harvesting operations (note: this was not explicitly expressed as a
barrier)
Strategic actions: Substantial improvements should be made in operational forestry,
timber harvesting operations
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #4: Shortage of skilled forest workers. Current government funded programs do
not address the true need of developing the on-the-job skill sets.
Strategic actions: Train forest workers with on-the-job skills – yard operators, loaders,
processor and buncher operators, logging truck drivers.
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #5: Forest industry is not top of mind for these institutions. They may have a
desire to appear neutral and not be perceived as taking sides.
Strategic actions: More interaction with institutions would help build on a relationship
with industry.
Timeline: none provided
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Barrier #6: Insufficient programs and forest industry focused educational institutions to
support growth of the value-added sector. BC has UBC Centre for Advanced Wood
Processing (CAWP) and a program at UNBC in Prince Georg as well as a few other
smaller ones but that is just the tip of the iceberg.
Strategic actions: Educational institutions need to engage more with the value-added
sector to really understand what is need by that sector to build a much stronger program.
Look to European examples (e.g., Rosenheim).
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #7: Training and support for value added operators (e.g., in mass timber
production it is difficult to find C&C operators experienced with wood, and plant
managers, due to limited industry capacity in North America).
Strategic actions: Work toward creating a curriculum that supports a more diverse forest
industry with expertise in value added fields/operations
Timeline: none provided

Optional Goals
GOAL: The forest is managed for multiple values, and cut levels are
determined on ecological principles.
Barrier #1: Lack of expertise and strategy to get us there, lack of data to base decisions on
Strategic actions: Provide solid data for the entire province (Lidar), provide better inventory
data, strategy /policy
Timeline: 0-10 years
Barrier #2: Ecological Principles
Strategic actions: Forest management based on balancing ecological, economical and social
principles (no single principal should override another)
Timeline: now
Barrier #3: Framework for prioritizing values
Strategic actions: A government led process with specific targets (including a legally defined
spatialized Timber Harvesting Land Base for industry) that government holds everyone to during
this process – a clear framework for prioritizing different values and trade-offs.
Timeline: not provided
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Barrier #4: Constant conflict when attempting to balance objectives or implement
achievement of the AAC on the ground. Insufficient inventory of all forest values across
the forest land base to support application of ecological principles to any significant
degree. The current AAC protocol is to generate a forward‐ looking AAC based upon
demonstrated past experience of existing industry participants (does not foster forwardlooking approach)
Strategic actions:


Implement a zonation approach to land base allocation based on identified objectives
and once in place, management for ecological principles will be easier and setting
of the AAC on the working forest land base may allow for increases needed to offset
preservation and or conservation losses. Timeline: 5-10 years
 Government to invest in significant inventory upgrades to specifically identify other
resource values to be assessed. Timeline: 5‐ 10 years (and a lot of money)
 Government to set the AAC of the working forest to support forward looking forest
policy and not past experience. Timeline: Immediate
Barrier #5: Risk associated with cut levels determined exclusively on ecological
principles (i.e., reduced fibre availability, increased cost of delivered fibre. As per
Clayoquot and Haida Gwaii examples: dramatically reduced harvest levels and increased
cost of delivered fibre, resulting in less forestry employment and, in the case of Haida
Gwaii, a declining population). Cost associated with adjustment from the ecological
baseline (i.e., that cost might be not being able to say we fully balance all resources or
are ecologically optimized).
Strategic actions:


In order to maintain the economy, find the middle ground in some cases recognizing the maintenance of ecological function is important and needs to be
managed (that is partially why BC has developed a large network of parks).
 The landowner needs to ensure the forest can be tapped for its natural timber
value and that value can be realised through an efficient and modern local forest
industry
Timeline: none provided
GOAL: British Columbia’s forests are a massive store of carbon, and
sequestration is enhancing this, and there is an active carbon trading
market. As a result, the forests of British Columbia are making major
contributions to the achievement of domestic and international carbon
management and climate mitigation policies and objectives .
Barrier #1: Lack of political willingness, lack of proven mechanism
Strategic actions: Clear strategy and policy to support the goal
Timeline: 5-10 years
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Barrier #2: Carbon sequestration. Carbon sequestration/offsets have been promoted as
a tool in combating climate change due to our extensive forests –if that action requires
retaining merchantable stands as unharvested, that will create a conflict with a reduction
in the THLB. Furthermore, carbon offsets do not create employment or help sustain
communities. Selling carbon offsets could be in conflict with the forest products industry
and community interest.
Strategic actions: Reconcile conflict of carbon sequestration with forest products
industry and community interest - distinguish what makes sense to sell as a carbon offset
versus what makes sense to continue using as managed forests for harvesting
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #3: Understanding of what this goal really means
Strategic actions: A government led process with specific targets that government holds
everyone to during this process. There are many different ideas on what this means so a
baseline needs to be established so that the goal is understood and supported by all
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #4: Lack of common understanding of carbon sequestration. This is a
complicated subject with many views and opinions. For example, using lumber for
building is a way to sequester carbon and yet there are those that would argue that
cutting trees down to make lumber contributes more carbon.
Strategic actions: Government to establish the specific targets and promote buy in to a
plan on how to sequester more carbon
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #5: Clear objective for and explanation of how a carbon credit market would work
in order to support buy in
Strategic actions: Government to create a very clear directive on how a trading market
would work and the benefits of having one
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #6: Trade-offs associated with the goal to create diversity of manufacturing, a
secure wood supply and rural job security. The science of carbon is fraught with
contradictions - a definitive approach to applying carbon science is difficult to accept by all
stakeholders.
Strategic actions:




Assess the industrial and financial trade-offs between carbon sequestration and
rural job security and growing of the forest industry Advancement of BC forests as
carbon sequesters will come at the direct expense of the goal to create diversity of
manufacturing, a secure wood supply and rural job security. Timeline 2‐ 3 years
Get stakeholder agreement on the carbon accounting protocol to be applied when
assessing trade-offs with forest use. Timeline 10‐ 20 years
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Framework Components
COMPONENT: A simplified, equitable and sustainable taxation system that applies
to all forest products and ecosystem services that provide benefits to British
Columbians
Barrier #1: Current tenure system; lack of solid data to support the component
Strategic actions: Support research to achieve the objective
Timeline: 5-10 years
Barrier #2: End product value add tax
Strategic actions: Do not consider value add tax as a replacement to the current appraisal and
stumpage system used in British Columbia. The Market Pricing System could be modified but
there is simply no way that the U.S. softwood lumber coalition would ever accept a tax as a
suitable alternative.
Timeline: 0 years
Barrier #3: Current stumpage system – Not equitable to all sectors/industry participants.
Derives value form sawlog production only and is protected by government as a result
of softwood lumber pressures. Equitable accounting for all forest values is impossible
within the current system.
Strategic actions:


Government must be prepared to change the current stumpage system to a system that is
fair and equitable to all – given the 4 year political/election cycle a plan will need to be in
place and executed early in the mandate (create a very detailed plan in advance of an
election). Timeline: not provided
 Government to make a decision on whether or not to change the current system of
stumpage in favor of one that is more diversified at the risk of SLA scrutiny. Timeline:
Never
 Identify an equitable way for the public to pay for services generated by forest and
structure a payment system that captures value. Timeline: 5‐ 10 years.
Barrier #4: Ecosystem Services
Strategic actions:


Do not require payment for using publicly owned ecosystem services other than the taxes
that are currently paid to the municipal, provincial and federal governments.
Timeline: 0 years
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Barrier #5: Market Pricing System
Strategic actions:


Simplify the current stumpage system - focus on the value of the tree on the stump (log
value, an input cost to manufacturing) rather than the current approach to valuation using
end product indicators.
 Increase the availability of auctioned timber, and a transparent log market to help in this
regard
Timeline: 0 years
COMPONENT: A favourable investment climate to maximize forest revenues and
product diversification
Barrier #1: Security of raw material sufficient to amortize investment
Strategic actions: Identified barriers/strategies related to security of fibre supply as in
other “goals” need to be addressed in order to realize new investment
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #2: Lack of a clear vision, new markets for lower quality fibre, tenure system does not
favor new market entry
Strategic actions: Create hosting conditions that support rethinking of the industry away from
commodity products and towards value added
Timeline: 5-10 years
Barrier #3: BC Provincial Government. Current government is not creating conditions that are
welcoming for major investors in BC due a wide number of initiatives and actions
Strategic actions: Government to stop introducing forest policy based on populist beliefs
(which creates an unfavourable investment climate).
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #4: Investors
Strategic actions:


Understand and define the profiles of investors willing to invest in BC, and the different types
and levels of investment (i.e., institutional – money manager, entrepreneurial, private,
business - small or large) and exactly what the investment opportunities are.
 Design manageable conditions to support investors most likely to invest in BC. Example –
institutional investors and large-scale investors (i.e., funds that move around globally) are no
longer interested in BC, and would rather invest in the US South. However, smaller players,
those that may be more opportunistic are still willing to invest if local conditions are
favourable.
Timeline: 5-10 years
Barrier #5: Fibre supply
Strategic actions: Government must ensure secure fibre supply to support investment and in
turn support product diversification.
Timeline: not provided
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Barrier #6: Business environment is not positive in BC (e.g., multi-jurisdictional permitting
barriers, bureaucracy)
Strategic actions: Establish an advocate in BC for those that take the initiative to innovate and
take on new ventures, to assist in navigating the bureaucracy.
Timeline: not provided
Barrier #7: Smaller companies are always investing because they reinvest in their
companies and focus on product diversification
Strategic actions: Support smaller companies that support their communities, their people
and stay local and encourage growth in this sector
Timeline: not provided
COMPONENT: Access to long-term fibre supply
NOTE: addressed in the previous component and in a number of goals above
Barrier #1: Current tenure system, lack of focus on sustainable forest management, current
clearcutting practices, lack of commercial thinning
Strategic actions: Support true sustainable forest management practices, policy to support
thinning, tenure reform
Timeline: 0-5 years
Barrier #1: NSR – not sufficiently restocked
Strategic actions: Maximize site productivity through restocking of areas impacted by
mountain pine beetle, spruce beetle and wildfires
Timeline: 10-50 years
Barrier #2: Long-term fibre supply (THLB) is shrinking, and current allocation is
controlled by a small number of companies
Strategic actions:


Government to establish a legally defined spatialized Timber Harvesting Land
Base for industry
 Government to take action to support industry diversification which is necessary
for a thriving forest industry
Timeline: not provided
COMPONENT: A new vision to monetize ecosystem services such as forest carbon,
habitat rehabilitation and recovery for listed species (e.g., Caribou), and botanicals
Barrier #1: Lack of innovative ideas and practices, we don't know where to start, society
expectations
Strategic actions: Support research into long term actions, outcomes and policy framework
Timeline: start now
Barrier #2: Respecting priorities
Strategic actions: Research methodologies on how to establish priority or preference for
overlapping ecosystem services
Timeline: none provided
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Barrier #3: Timber production as an ecosystem service
Strategic actions: Recognize timber production as an ecosystem service
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #4: Public ownership
Strategic actions: None proposed - unlike the other parts of the world where many of the
examples of monetized ecosystem services were cited, land in BC is publicly owned
Timeline: none
COMPONENT: A forest planning framework that is better linked to both maximizing
ecosystem services and product requirements (species, wood quality, volume, and
accessibility) for a diverse forest products market
Barrier #1: Lack of solid data for improved decision making
Strategic actions: Vision to improve data availability (e.g., Lidar, reliable forest
inventory)
Timeline: now
Barrier #2: Lack of diversification in the forest industry, concentration of AAC among
major licensees and lack of fibre supply for smaller operators
Strategic actions: Government to ensure fibre is accessible to all and economically
priced to smaller operators to create diversity
Timeline: none provided
Barrier #3: A more diversified use of forests is possible but is mutually exclusive of
enhancement of the industry reliant upon them. The current industry will see this goal as
counter productive to their existence. If the planning framework is geared to maximize all
services, then by default, sawlog production will wane.
Strategic actions: Create a strategic framework that provides direction for the
overarching use of forest and be prepared to accept current industry job loss in doing so.
Timeline: not provided
COMPONENT: Product research and development, education, and training
support systems
Barrier #1: Funding - most of the funds have gone to FPI, curricula focused on the “as is” rather
than the “should be”, lack of vision
Strategic actions: Provide a vision to where we want to be; and research, education and
training can adapt, adopt best practices from Europe
Timeline: now
Barrier #2: Research only occurs where there is a profit motive, or it is government funded
in the public good.
Strategic actions: The BC investment climate does not support private forest product
research given the issues of raw material security and uncertainty over costs. This must
be a government priority.
Timeline: not provided
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Barrier #3: Getting on with it
Strategic actions: All the elements of this component should already be in progress,
supported primarily by both the provincial and federal governments!
Timeline: now
Barrier #4: Goal is not currently prioritized
Strategic actions: Create a culture that recognizes and appreciates what a well
managed forest can bring to BC residents
Timeline: none provided
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Knowledge and Education

Knowledge, Skills and HQP Task Force

Task Force Members:
Sally Aitken (Chair, Professor and Associate Dean - Research and Innovation, UBC
Forestry)
Bill Beese (Professor, Vancouver Island University)
Jennifer Gunter (Executive Director, BC Community Forests Association)
Domenico Iannidinardo (Chief Forester, Mosaic Forest Management),
Tara Martin (Professor of Conservation Biology, UBC)
Lisa Matthaus (Provincial Lead, Organizing for Change)
Dominik Roeser (Associate Professor of Forest Operations, UBC)

Vision: Transition to professionals trained for managing sustainable forests, with forests
managed first and foremost for ecological sustainability, broad recognition of Indigenous
rights and titles, and higher-value products from non-primary forests.

Goal 1: Increased training on Indigenous rights and training of more Indigenous
forest professionals
Barriers:

Lack of adequate training on Indigenous rights and title, and UNDRIP – critical
relationship-building, anti-racism training, and training in UNDRIP compliance.
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Lack of Indigenous forest professionals and Indigenous perspectives on management.

Actions:







Conduct a needs assessment to determine the need for training forest
professional on Indigenous rights and title.
Develop more training for forest professionals on Indigenous rights
Indigenous rights and title, and UNDRIP – critical relationship-building, anti-racism
training.
Make more training activities available for existing forest professionals to develop
better relationships and collaborations
Establish dedicated training program for training more Indigenous forest
professionals and include more Indigenous knowledge in all training programs of
forest professionals.
Invest in educational capacity of institutions for training on Indigenous rights and
titles.
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Goal 2: Increased training on co-benefits of forests, landscape-level planning, and
climate change, and shift professional culture to implement appropriate practices.
Barrier

Once foresters are trained, they often end up in situations they can't apply what they've
learned due to workplace culture.
Actions











Increase training on co-benefits of forests and landscape-level planning so that all
forest professionals have the skills to implement landscape-level forest
management, and assess and manage forests for all benefits, across BC's
working forests.
Establish strong training on how to manage the landscape for ecosystem resilience,
climate change adaptation, wildfire risk reduction, etc. to ensure forest professionals
have the knowledge, skills, and tools to manage forests for climate change adaptation
and mitigation.
Foresters should be trained to fully understand the role and potential for forests as
carbon sinks and stores, and refugia for biodiversity.
Train forest professionals to better recognize and understand the non-timber values,
ecological services and biodiversity of forests.
Initiate more interdisciplinary training in professional programs, e.g., harvesting
combined with other ecosystem services, and training programs for forest workers.
Empower and protect foresters who are doing the right thing in terms of managing
for co-benefits.
Train professional foresters to better recognize and understand the many other
values and ecological services of forests, value of old growth, biodiversity, and
carbon conserved.
Train forest professionals to better understand opportunities for managing forests
for higher-value products, including a new generation of bioproducts.
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Goal 3: Establish dedicated mechanisms for forest extension and continuing
education of both forest professionals and forest workers

Barrier

Extension gap: No dedicated organization or body exists to fill the gap in extension and
continuing education (previously met by FORREX).

Actions:





Conduct a needs assessment to determine the needed capacity of training
programs to meet the need for forest professionals.
Invest in educational capacity of institutions for continuing education
Establish a new mechanism for dedicated extension on forest management
Establish training programs with a multidisciplinary approach for forest workers on
emerging technologies in harvesting; environmental considerations of harvesting
practices; and protection of sensitive ecosystems (e.g., riparian protection).

Goal 4: Meet training needs for forest professionals working with community
forests, area-based management, and smaller-scale forestry.

Barrier

Training and management experience of most professional foresters are in large-scale
industrial forestry, but there are increasing needs and employment opportunities
managing community forests and other smaller-scale area-based tenures and lands.
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Actions:





Shift training emphasis to more area-based and community-based tenure
management; and local-scale forestry.
Develop training to address the multi-faceted roles of community forest managers
and develop social skills, including in communication, relationship building and
social license, collaborative settings, and conflict resolution.
Train forest professionals in effective governance, how to work with Boards of
Directors, and roles and responsibilities.
Smaller-scale area-based management involves many nuanced issues. Increase
training in small business management, and circular economies.

Goal 5: Develop a dedicated grant proposal-driven funding stream for forestryrelated research in BC and support research in under-studied and emerging areas
of knowledge.

Barrier

There is currently no dedicated forestry-related research funding stream to provide the
knowledge needed to improve the management, health, ecosystem benefits, and
economic value derived from BC's forests.

Action: Expand research capacity and support forestry-related research in needed
areas.

Climate change




Generate the ecological and climate knowledge to manage forests for adaptation to and
mitigation of climate change and translate that knowledge to forest managers for
implementation.
Quantify the role of primary forests in climate change mitigation and fire mitigation.
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Improve carbon accounting for unmanaged forests and develop better knowledge of
soil carbon stores.
Expand research on forest health and effects of climate change on insects, diseases,
and abiotic stresses.
Develop fire management approaches that are appropriate for a changing climate.

Co-develop of research with Indigenous partners



Establish support and approaches for co-developing research projects with Indigenous
Peoples.
Integrate Indigenous perspectives and traditional ecological knowledge into research.

Develop higher value and novel products from forest biomass


Develop new industries and products from forest biomass that will add value, increase
employment, and substitute for higher-carbon materials.

Research to improve forest management and silvicultural practices











Develop landscape planning tools and forest management approaches that reduce
impacts of forestry on species at risk.
Develop new forest policy approaches that improve landscape-level forest
management and optimize utilization of wood and fiber.
Re-evaluate sustainability standards and assess whether they are improving forest
management and conservation.
Conduct research on innovative silvicultural systems, including managing forests at
different intensities spatially at the landscape level.
Develop and assess low-impact harvesting systems and management.
Advance research on the interactions among forest management, hydrology, and
water quality.
Stimulate and support more research in active partnership with operational foresters.
Support research on managing BC's urban forests and forests at wildland-urban
interfaces.
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Dynamic and resilient communities

DYNAMIC AND RESLIENT COMMUNITIES TASK
FORCE
SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
Bill Bourgeois, Task Force Chair

BACKGROUND
The Forests Summit 2020 held on February 27-28, 2020 and attended by a diverse array of
individuals and organizations from throughout the Province generated the elements of a
vision for British Columbia’s forests in the next 50 years. Input and comments during the
Summit, as well as from a follow-up survey, emails, and a virtual meeting in June 2020 were
invited and received. The resulting vision, while it does not represent each, and every
comment, does reflect the consideration, weighing out, and eventual coalescence of all the
input and discussion. The product was a vision and 10 related goals for the 2070 BC
forests.
A Summit 2020 Strategic Planning Group was formed with the mandate to generate options
for strategic plans that will support and guide the achievement of this vision for the short
term (0-5 years), medium term (5-10 years), and long term (10-50 years). This is intended
to include expanding the conversation to more experts throughout the Province, influencing
and engaging key organizations and individuals, and promoting the implementation of
successful next steps. Six (6) Task Forces were formed to provide input to the mandate of
the Strategic Planning Group. One of these was the Dynamic and Resilient Communities
Task Force.
As Chair of the Dynamic and Resilient Communities Task Force, I selected to use a
Questionnaire model as the tool to obtain views from a wide range of knowledgeable BC
experts with experience in the areas of relevance. This approach was adopted based on the
consideration the individuals would be very busy and a process was required to reflect this
reality while providing the Task Force with answers that capitalize on the knowledge and
experience of individuals in contributing to achieving the goals.
This document summarizes the comments from the Dynamic and Resilient Communities
Task Force for submission to the Forest Summit 2020 Strategic Action Group. NO
ATTRIBUTION TO INDIVIDUALS IS INCLUDED to provide a safe space for participant
comments. A wide range of experts in the various components of creating dynamic and
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resilient communities were solicited. Unfortunately, only a subset of the preferred list of
potential participants completed the Questionnaire. However, those participating provided
perspectives from Non-Indigenous communities, area-based and volume-based tenures,
Community Forests licensees, primary and secondary wood manufacturers, and academia.
The summary was compiled by myself, (Task Force Chair) with the objective of either
inserting the specific comments or the intent of the input from the participants into a
standard format that would deliver on the recommended direction of the Strategic Planning
Group. The limitation of the instructions from this Group prevented broader descriptions of
the rationale and associated details associated with the comments by the participants.
However, where this material was provided, it has been retained and would be made
available for clarification purposes, subject to the approval of the participant.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
On behalf of the Strategic Planning Group, I would like to thank all the participants for the
extensive time they contributed to this initiative. Also, for being up-front with their comments
and recommendations capitalizing on their knowledge, experience, and innovative thoughts.

INSTRUCTIONS
The following instructions were provided to participants completing the Questionnaire.
The intent of the Questionnaire was to efficiently receive Task Force member views on how
to deliver the Forest Summit goals. The focus was on identifying the top priority barriers
(maximum 4 per goal) and recommending strategic actions to remove them. The
participants were asked to focus on the goals specifically related to creating dynamic and
resilient communities (i.e., PRIORIY GOALS). However, the option was available for
participants interested in commenting on the other Forest Summit 2020 goals ((i.e.,
OPTIONAL GOALS) to do so. These comments are included in the summary and will be
passed on to the other Task Force Chairs.

Specific instructions
1. The assumption is the delivery of the goals will be through the adoption of a
balancing process in delivery a final version of an integrated set of goals. This
should be considered in providing the advice.
2. It would be appreciated if each Task Force member would provide comments on
the identified PRIORITY GOALS. These are the key goals primarily associated with
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the mandate of the Dynamic and Resilient Communities Task Force.
3. The OPTIONAL GOALS are those primarily associated with the mandate of another
Task Force. However, we welcome your comments and if provided will be shared
with other Task Force(s).
4. Independent of the Forest Summit, a document has been prepared based on
previous related work that outlines the major components of achieving a dynamic
and resilient community. Your views on the barriers and recommended actions
relative to these components would be appreciated. These will be reviewed with
the intent of building on the comments related to Forest Summit goals.
5. The Task Force members are asked to identify up to four (4) priority barriers and
associated recommended strategic actions for each goal, including the timeline inwhich fulfillment of each action (i.e., 0-5yrs, 5-10yrs or 10-50yrs) should be taken.
6. The deadline for submission of Task Force member completed questionnaires is
October 15, 2020. This was extended due to participants requiring more time to
complete the Questionnaire.

SUMMARY
It is recognized some of the strategic actions are currently underway within Government,
industry, or communities. However, the view is there would be value in stating them in this
summary as a reminder or support. Also, some of the recommended strategic actions occur
in more than one goal.
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PRIORITY GOALS
GOAL #1
First Nations are heavily involved in the management of forest lands, owning a significant
portion of the forest estate and co-managing large parts of the remainder.

Barrier 1
Lack of consistency in Indigenous communities within a region makes Business to Business
difficult and fragmented management within a regional forest causes division, competition,
and the lack of benefits to the Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to move forward in implementing the agreed upon BC First Nations
Forest Sector Strategy.

•

Government to provide incentives and financial resources to Indigenous and
Non-Indigenous communities to work cooperatively and collaboratively in
arriving at an agreed upon regional forest vision and goals that will guide forest
management.

•

Government to have Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities focus on all
tenures within a local forest region to be managed according to one set of
Provincial management principles and a mutually acceptable regional
community vision.

•

Government to assist Indigenous communities in building potentially successful
Business to Business relationships in the current fast- paced business world and
capacity to participate fully in the forest sector.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 2
Lack of celebration of forest sector success stories involving Indigenous communities or
individuals.

Strategic action 2
Government, forest industry, and Indigenous communities and businesses to celebrate
successes and build on the positive examples of successful mutually beneficial Business to
Business relationships.
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Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 3
Lack of economically viable forest tenures for Indigenous communities

Strategic actions 3
•

•
•

Government to create more economically viable and sustainable Indigenous Community
Forests Agreements and/or First Nations Woodlands Licenses in areas with high strength of
claim to traditional territories.
Government to increase the size of existing Indigenous Community Forests Agreements and
First Nations Woodlands Licenses.
Government to fund and/or assist Indigenous community resource companies to expand their
operations so as the forest management goals and responsibilities happen on a timeline that
is in step with the rest of the evolving forest industry.

Timeline – 0-20 years

GOAL #2
Investment and revenue streams from ecotourism, recreation, carbon, and the conservation
economy are significantly enhanced.

Barrier 1
Uninformed public perception passive management of forests focused on simply increasing
the total area of preserved forest is used as an effective climate change mitigation strategy.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to develop a clear, consistent, and stable long-term resilient vision
for BC forests that is supported by a balanced portfolio concept of conservation
and management focused on building an understanding of the economic, social,
cultural, carbon, and biological values of British Columbia’s working forests.

•

Government to develop a carbon pricing framework for crown land that enables
tenure holders and forest managers to realize the benefit of practices that
increase the sequestration of carbon incremental to the current baseline to
attract investment and enable development of new opportunities and practices
on a large scale.
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Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of acknowledgement by Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities that
incorporating regional non-timber resource industries may negatively impact the current
forest industry but are required to move toward dynamic and resilient communities.

Strategic actions 2
•

Government to provide resources directed at socio-economic analysis of
potential investment and revenue streams and the impacts of creating such
businesses on current resource industries for use in Indigenous and NonIndigenous community strategic decision-making.

•

Government to withhold non-timber resource tenures until a thorough regional
analysis is conducted and they are included in a regional Indigenous and NonIndigenous community vision.

•

Government to provide incentives and resources to educate both Indigenous
and Non-Indigenous communities on the benefits of having diversified uses of
regional forests.

•

Government and Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities to form regional
diversification groups working together to create a climate conducive to
investment and assurance that diversification can lead to success for all.

•

Government to create spatially and temporally explicit strategic management
plans with projections to 250 years that take-into-account the needs of these
other industries over the long-term.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 3
Lack of Government creation of positive environments for investors to enter or build upon
existing and potential forest resources businesses in a mutually beneficial way.

Strategic actions 3
•

Encourage Government to provide support for Indigenous and Non-Indigenous
communities to create a regional vision and goals related to the local forests.

•

Encourage Government and forest resources industries to improve the
understanding of synergies available between the resources to capitalize on the
extensive well-managed road network across the working forest and create
mutually beneficial revenue streams.

•

Encourage Government to require forest companies to develop spatially and
temporally strategic forest management plans with projections to 250 years that
support joint Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community regional visions,
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incorporate areas that support non-timber resource businesses but balance the
needs of all regional forest resources businesses to achieve the vision(s).
•

Encourage Government to request community recommendations regarding the
establishment of areas that would be conducive to ecotourism, recreation and
conservation which would provide sustainable areas for future investors to build
their business(es) upon.

•

Encourage Government to develop and pilot a tourism product that brings
together recreation and active forest management into a unique tour experience
for visitors.

•

Encourage Government to grow the Super, Natural British Columbia brand in
coordination with the forestry sector to capitalize on a unique marketing
opportunity that differentiates BC globally from other jurisdictions.

Timeline – 0-10 years
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GOAL #3
The forest products industry is a major employer, particularly in rural areas, and utilizes fibre
obtained from forests in an optimal fashion.

Barrier 1
Concentration of control over the BC forest resource by commodity producers prevents
capitalizing on new entrants or innovative products required to build dynamic and resilient
communities.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to recognize the official regional community vision when
considering tenure transfers and/or tenure requirements.

•

Government to assertively move forward in the diversification of the regional
forest industry and making secure fibre available in ways that rapidly diversify
regional forest sectors through regional value-added businesses necessary to
maintain or increase local employment as part of moving toward dynamic and
resilient communities.

•

Government to create small but economically viable area-based tenures
focused on forests with species and composition that have potential for valueadded products.

•

Government to allocate area-based tenures to companies that will add to the
diversification of regional forest management with an emphasis on
independently own local community minded companies not necessarily
connected to a manufacturing facility.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of access to investment capital to demonstrate stability and business sustainability to
investors.

Strategic actions 2
•

Government to take action to provide long-term forest sector stability that will
attract and maintain capital investment into the highly integrated forest
management life cycle aligned with the future harvest profile.

•

Government to secure a sustainable long-term timber supply to allow the forest
industry to diversify, flourish and grow.

•

Government to use the Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community visions and
spatially and temporally explicit strategic plans, with projections to 250 years, as
a control mechanism in removing resources from the secure sustainable longterm timber supply.
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•

Government to maintain a commitment to long-term to area-based tenures with
well-established Management Plans to create certainty to investors and
subsequent stability of rural and urban communities.

•

Government to find ways of ensuring no-net-loss of sustainable long-term timber
supply based on socio-economic analysis, community visions and agreements.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 3
Bureaucracy that limits the allocation of licenses to access non-timber fibre.

Strategic action 3
Government to reduce the bureaucracy associated with providing licences to access nontimber fibre.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 4
Lack of long-term stability to attract and maintain capital investment into the highly
integrated forest management life cycle aligned with the future harvest profile.

Strategic actions 4
•

Government to commit to providing support to the maintenance of wellestablished supply chains to support manufacturing facilities that produce a
predictable quality of residual fibre as a foundation for developing new globally
competitive bio-product opportunities.

•

Government to require forest licensees to produce spatially and temporally
explicit strategic forest management plans with projections to 250 that are
consistent with regional community vision(s).

•

Government to maintain forest management stability while concurrently
enabling tenure holders and land managers to support reconciliation through the
development of progressive new business models that keep area-based tenures
intact and sustain and respect the fair market value of capital investments.

Timeline – 0-15 years

Barrier 2
Lack of access to investment capital to demonstrate stability and business sustainability to
investors.
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Strategic actions 2
•

Government to take action to provide long-term forest sector stability that will
attract and maintain capital investment into the highly integrated forest
management life cycle aligned with the future harvest profile.

•

Government to secure a sustainable long-term timber supply to allow the forest
industry to diversify, flourish and grow.

•

Government to use the Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community visions and
spatially and temporally explicit strategic plans, with projections to 250 years, as
a control mechanism in removing resources from the secure sustainable longterm timber supply.

•

Government to maintain a commitment to long-term to area-based tenures with
well-established Management Plans to create certainty to investors and
subsequent stability of rural and urban communities.

•

Government to find ways of ensuring no-net-loss of sustainable long-term timber
supply based on socio-economic analysis, community visions and agreements.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 3
Bureaucracy that limits the allocation of licenses to access non-timber fibre.

Strategic action 3
Government to reduce the bureaucracy associated with providing licences to access nontimber fibre.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 4
Lack of long-term stability to attract and maintain capital investment into the highly
integrated forest management life cycle aligned with the future harvest profile.

Strategic actions 4
•

Government to commit to providing support to the maintenance of wellestablished supply chains to support manufacturing facilities that produce a
predictable quality of residual fibre as a foundation for developing new globally
competitive bio-product opportunities.

•

Government to require forest licensees to produce spatially and temporally
explicit strategic forest management plans with projections to 250 that are
consistent with regional community vision(s).

•

Government to maintain forest management stability while concurrently
enabling tenure holders and land managers to support reconciliation through the
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development of progressive new business models that keep area-based tenures
intact and sustain and respect the fair market value of capital investments.

Timeline – 0-15 years
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GOAL #4
The forest products industry has secure, economically viable, timber supplies, is innovative
and has diverse markets for its products.

Barrier 1
The primary focus on dimension lumber in BC prevents capitalizing on the available BC
forest asset and moving toward dynamic and resilient communities.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to build upon and/or expand well established supply chains
between the forest management and manufacturing facilities that have
investments based on the wide range of fibre composition predicted through
long-term forest management strategic plans.

•

Government to establish regulations and policies that direct licensees in “Getting
the Right Log to the Right Mill”, where these are needed.

•

Government to get the right log available to those with solid track records of
producing diversified secondary and primary products or solid business plans to
create new innovative products to drive diversity to satisfy domestic and world
markets.

•

Government to consult smaller independent, innovative, community minded
companies and not just the major licensees in contemplating regulatory and
policy changes related to use of the timber resource.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of encouragement to practice area-based forest management over the long-term.

Strategic actions 2
•

Government to rapidly increase more geographically specific, landscape unit,
and area-based tenures versus volume-based tenures.

•

Government to create a financial regulatory system that supports a higher
standard of forest stewardship where justified using economic forest
management principles to capitalize on the BC forest asset over the long-term.

Timeline – 5-50 years

Barrier 3
Lack of predictable future fibre flow through well established forest management plans as
the foundation for attracting investment in new technologies and innovations.
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Strategic action 3
Government to require forest licensees to produce spatially and temporally explicit strategic
forest management plans with projections to 250 years that are consistent with regional
community vision(s).

Timeline – 0-5 years

GOAL #5
There is a diversity of manufacturing units producing a wide range of value-added products
that satisfy the needs of the emerging bioeconomy, as well as more conventional products
such as engineered wood products.

Barrier 1
Lack of a positive, healthy, and sustainable forest sector investment climate in rural
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to provide a clear and transparent policy and action plan direction
to building a positive and healthy forest sector investment climate.

•

Government to provide a fibre accessibility system that supports regional
community wood manufacturing sector visions.

•

Government to adopt a regional “cluster” system involving wood manufacturing
facilities.

•

Government to prioritize the creation or expansion of small value-added
businesses that can efficiently and effectively utilize small volumes of timber
while maintaining or building local Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community
employment.

•

Government to provide Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities with
incentives to enhance diversification, regional leadership, and creation of forums
for local group communication.

•

Government to attract wood manufacturing investors that produce products
consistent with the fibre profile aligned with a clear, consistent, and stable
regional community vision and the forest management vision associated with
the spatially and temporally explicit strategic forest management plans with
projections to 250 years.

•

Government to further develop markets and incentives for non-traditional BC
wood forest products.
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Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of Government incentives or regulatory requirements to fully capitalize on the existing
BC forest asset.

Strategic actions 2
•

Government to encourage primary wood producers, through incentives or
regulations, to require either value-added products as part of their internal
business model or make available logs or lumber that support regional
independent secondary wood manufacturing businesses.

•

Government to encourage and support the building of collaborative Business to
Business partnership arrangements between primary and secondary
manufacturing companies to increase production of secondary wood
manufacturing products.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 3
Excessive red tape and lack of adequate assistance to small independent companies wanting to
bring new products to fruition.

Strategic actions 3
•
•

•

Government to establish a Provincial New Products Advocate position that can vet proposals
and support the smaller players.
Government to include, within the mandate for the Advocate’s mandate, direction to support
companies that fit the size of the market and avoid evaluating proposals based on the usual
model of large companies requiring large markets to be viable.
Government to review existing regulations and policies to remove unnecessary red tape
relative to approving and supporting small company projects that contribute to dynamic and
resilient communities.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 4
Lack of a pricing and regulatory structure for logging residue (waste) fibre that encourages
utilization.

Strategic actions 4
•

Government to create a base residue (waste) fibre stumpage or price per cubic meter system
for the coast and interior to encourage tenure owners to recognize the value that exists for
non-saw log fibre which currently remains in the bush.
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•
•

Government to create penalties and adequate monitoring and enforcement systems with a
goal of full utilization of logging residue that is currently burned.
Government to create log and fibre sort yards in the interior that allow access to fibre for
small bioeconomy markets.

Timeline – 0-5 years

GOAL #6
Rural communities have become vibrant and dynamic.

Barrier 1
Lack of an official and legally binding set of Provincial principles and forest vision.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to create an official and legally binding vision for the management
of BC forests and guidance and assistance to the creation of community regional
visions.

•

Government to include in the Provincial principles an objective to move toward
a diversified forest sector that capitalizes on the nature and extent of the BC
forest asset.

Timeline 1 – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of a set of nested and integrated laws, regulations, and policies to provide guidance in
creating dynamic and resilient Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities.

Strategic action 2
Government to review existing regulatory instruments relative to providing clear,
transparent, and integrated direction to BC forest asset users in moving toward the
Provincial vision.

Timeline – 5-15 years

Barrier 3
Lack of Government adoption of sustainable regional community visions for local forests.

Strategic actions 3
•

Government to encourage Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities to jointly develop
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•

•

realistic regional community visions consistent with the Provincial vision based on balancing
the social/cultural, environmental, and economic values associated with the available
regional forest resources.
Government to encourage Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities to create local
forestry working groups composed of varied industry and community stakeholders to
continually provide input to the Municipal leadership regarding regional forest issues.
Government to implement the strategic actions noted in this document that relate to
maintaining a stable, sustainable forest sector.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 4
Lack of financial resources to develop regional community visions.

Strategic action 4
Government to provide process funding to develop joint regional Indigenous and Non-Indigenous
community visions.

Timeline – 0-5 years

GOAL #7
The forest is managed for multiple values, and cut levels are determined on ecological principles.

Barrier 1
Lack of regional Indigenous and Non-Indigenous communities and stakeholder involvement with
local forest management practices, especially with-regard-to ecological principles, economic
development, and community domestic water management.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to establish an Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community
process to discuss and determine visions for the regional forests influencing the
communities.

•

Government to lead an education program to provide local knowledge on forest
management for lay persons.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of an updated forest inventory that adequately supports the needs of 2020+ forest
management prescriptions and planning.
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Strategic action 2
Implement the recommendations from the Blue Ribbon Forest Inventory Panel Review report.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 3
Lack of spatially and temporally explicit strategic landscape unit plans that demonstrate moving
toward the Indigenous and non- Indigenous community vision over the long-term.

Strategic actions 3
•
•

•

Government to replace Forest Stewardship Plans with spatially, and temporally explicit
strategic plans with projections to 250 years.
Government to require forest managers to develop strategic management plans that deliver
the regional Indigenous and Non- Indigenous community vision, including a balancing process
during the evaluation of scenarios created during the production of the plan.
Government to require forest companies who produce the strategic plan to seriously address
any Indigenous and Non-Indigenous mutually agreed upon concerns to produce a final plan
that demonstrates it meets the regional community vision.

Timeline – 0-10 years
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OPTIONAL GOALS
GOAL #8
Damaged ecosystems are restored, and species at risk have recovered.

Barrier 1
Lack of adequate public understanding of cumulative effects and the impact on ecosystems and
species at risk due to multiple factors, such as loss of habitat, climate change, urban
development, etc.

Strategic action 1
Government to establish an education program that communicates the importance of a diverse,
managed forest in protecting the ecosystem and the conservation of species at risk, thus
contributing to a more sustainable future and contributing to community resiliency.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Lack of adequate Government resources for the management of Species at Risk.

Strategic action 2
Government to provide adequate funding for the restoration of ecosystems and management of
species at risk within 15 years.

Timeline – 0-15

GOAL #9
Wild areas and old-growth forests are retained through conservation and British Columbia is
recognized globally for this.

Barrier 1
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community members dependent upon the local forests do not
always understand the benefits of wild areas and old growth conservation in building a
dynamic and resilient community.

Strategic actions 1
•

Government to establish a review committee(s) of experts in the fields of ecosystem
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•

processes and species at risk to evaluate the science and educate interested parties of what
is needed as guidance in preparing regional visions and spatially and temporally explicit
strategic plans with projections to 250 years.
Government and trustworthy educational organizations collaboratively present a series of
sessions for lay persons related to the importance of change in forest management to ensure
the protection and conservation of old-growth forests while ensuring continued access to
fibre supply in combination with increased value-added products and value-added wood
products.

Timeline – 0-10 years

Barrier 2
Lack of effective management of BC parks and protected areas.

Strategic action 2
Government to uplift the BC parks budget, or create a system that is more in line with Parks
Canada’s systems for forest management to adequately manage BC parks and protected areas
to achieve long-term conservation goals.

Timeline – 0-20 years

Barrier 3
Lack of certainty regarding Government’s implementation of the Old Growth Strategy report.

Strategic action 3
Government to implement the Old Growth Strategy recommendations, where appropriate, in
coastal and interior forests.

Timeline – 0-5 years

GOAL #10
British Columbia’s forests are a massive store of carbon, and sequestration is enhancing this, and
there is an active carbon trading market. As a result, the forests of British Columbia are making
major contributions to the achievement of domestic and international carbon management
and climate mitigation policies and objectives.

Barrier 1
Lack of clear, concise descriptions of carbon and carbon sequestration for forest managers and lay
persons.
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Strategic action 1
Government to provide clear and concise descriptions of carbon and carbon sequestration as one
climate change adaptation mechanism.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 2
Unnecessary level of red tape in the management of carbon credits.

Strategic action 2
Government to review the requirements for carbon credits and reduce unnecessary red tape to
encourage forest managers to include it in the mainstream planning consideration.

Timeline – 0-5 years

Barrier 3
Lack of climate change adaptation as a core value for British Columbia’s forests.

Strategic action 3
Government to embed climate change adaptation as a core value for British Columbia’s forests
with the associated targeted investments in tree breeding programs as a mechanism to
resiliency associated with climate change adaptation.

Timeline – 0-5 years

GOAL #11
Research and development, education, and training support systems.

Barrier 1
Lack of adequate education of Indigenous and Non-Indigenous community lay persons regarding
the importance of the forest sector in building dynamic and resilient communities.

Strategic action 1
Government and the forest sector provide support to public education programs regarding forests
and forestry.
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Timeline- 0-50 years

Barrier 2
Lack of sufficient research education and extension facilities across BC.

Strategic action 2
Government to create more forest research centers like the new TRU one in Wells Gray that has a
focus on ecosystem management.

Timeline – 0-15 years

Barrier 3
Lack of alignment of research and development needs with the forecasted fibre flow.

Strategic actions 3
•

Government provide adequate funding for research, development, and
innovation that focuses on new technologies to capitalize on markets for
innovative new products.

•

Government to work with research institutions to create a collaborative
Research Framework of Excellence that brings together academia and industry
to align research, development, and marketing with the future fibre flow forecast
and the acquisition of new investment capital.

•

Government to encourage research institutions to focus on new products and
technologies that utilize lesser used species.

•

Government to take an interdisciplinary research / think tank approach toward
identifying actions necessary for the forest sector to capitalize on the BC forest
asset and move toward supporting dynamic and resilient communities.

Timeline – 0 - 5 years
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